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Welcome to the Future:

New Music in Global Spaces

Thursday, June 4 to Wednesday, June 10, 2009

Toronto & Vancouver, Canada

Introduction
The Canadian Music Centre had the honour to host the 2009 IAMIC
conference: Welcome to the Future: New Music in Global
Spaces, during its 50th Anniversary. Over the course of one week in
Canada, delegates closely examined the role of Music Information Centres
in an industry environment that is rapidly changing and constantly
facing new challenges. Held in two cities, Toronto and Vancouver, the
conference focused on such pertinent issues as new web developments
for dissemination of music, the impact it has on copyright, cultural

diversity and policy and international market development. With a total
of 17 expert speakers, and case studies as well as talk-back panels, the
two symposia engaged participants in thought-provoking discussions
and provided insights to possible models of the future. It was also a call
to Music Information Centres to embrace and work with composers
addressing their new requirements to survive in their composing careers.
The conference underlined the importance of an international network,
provided ample opportunities for making new contacts and establish-
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ing international cooperation for exchange, getting to know Canada’s
industry leaders, composers, promoters, presenters and performers.
Participants attended concert premiers and an offering of a 22-country
participant re-mix concert all setting the stage for further discussions on
the relevance of genres distinction in today’s MP3 environment.

Ensuring all can be viewed in near “real time” by all those not able to
attend, a “streamed version” of all proceedings can be found online at
http://iamic.musiccentre.ca/ and in the DVD included hereby.
Sincerely, Elisabeth Bihl,
Executive Director
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Conference Programme:
Toronto

Iamic Talkback:

Belgium, New Zealand, Scotland, Austria
Saturday, June 6, 2009
Ontario College of Art & Design,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Keynote Address:

Music in an Ever-Changing World
Speaker: Paul Hoffert, CEO, Noank Media

Session1:

The Music Industry in the 21st Cenutre:
The Changing Landscape and Innovative
Strategies
Speaker: Tony Tobias, President & Executive Producer, Pangea Media
and Music, Inc.

Case Studies:

Innovation in Real Time
Speakers: Dr. Paul Steenhuisen, Composer & Independent Arts
Consultant Lawrence Cherney; Artistic Director
Soundstreams Canada; Jason van Eyk; Ontario Regional
Director, Canadian Music Centre

Session 2:

Copyright: Can Creators Get Paid
in the Age of the Internet?
Speaker: Garry Neil, Consultant

IAMIC Talkback:
Sweden, Ireland, USA, Denmark

Session 3:

Influencing Cultural Policy – Ensuring
a Place at the Table:
Speakers: Jan Ford, Parnetship Manager, Orchestras Live,
Amanda Sussman, Author and Policy Advisor

IAMIC Talkback:
Iceland, Norway, Slovakia, USA

Closing Remarks:

A Global Classical Community Online:
Classical Music’s Own Place for Global
Social Networking
Speaker: Juliana Farha, Founder & Managing Director
Dilettante Music
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Vancouver
Monday, June 8, 2009
Morrs J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue,
Simon Fraser University, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada

Session 4:

The Business of International Market
Development: Elements of a Trade
Mission
Speakers: Tyl van Toorn, CEO, TNT Productions,
Rob Calder, Boompa Productions

IAMIC Talkback:
Finland, The Netherlands, Austria, Slovenia

Session 5:

Fair Music: The First Global Initiative
for Fairness and Justice in the Music
Business
Speaker: Peter Rantasa, Executive Director, Music Austria

Session 6:

The Canadian Experience: Embracing
Cultural Diversity at Every Level
Speakers: Amir Ali Alibhai, Executive Director, Greater Vancouver
Alliance for Arts and Culture; Mark Armanini
Composer and Co-Artistic Director, Vancouver
Intercultural Orchestra; Niranjan Rajah, Assistant Professor,
School of Interactive Arts & Technology, Simon Fraser
University; Russell Wallace, Composer and Producer,
Lil’wat Nation

IAMIC Talkback:
Sweden, England, Cyprus, New Zealand
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Changing Landscapes of Music: Here Comes Treble

Paul Hoffert
CEO, Noank Media
www.noankmedia.com
Summary
While the future of the music business may
look bright, the current environment is one of
turmoil and no sustainable business model.
Current business models being used come with
their own strengths and weaknesses. Several
new business models are being explored, with
subscription-based models providing potentially the most equitable value for creators and
users alike. Part of any successful model will
include an user-focused approach and a concern
for building sustainable markets.

Mr. Hoffert opened his presentation with some
interesting facts about the speed at which various technologies reach a critical mass. It took
100 years for print, 13 years for television and
only two years for Facebook to reach 50 million people. Furthermore, during the course of
his presentation about one million music files
would be downloaded, almost all without authorization or monetary compensation to the
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creators or their agents. In fact, about 95% of
the music currently being downloaded is not
monetized.
How do we overcome this major challenge?
For Hoffert, web streaming is the way of the
future. He pointed out that a single strand of
NTT Japan’s new multi-strand fibre optic cable
can transfer 160,000 CDs of music per minute
in full fidelity.
How does copyright adapt to this swift pace of
technological change? The old anti-copyright
trend is shifting in Europe. Older systems can’t
be adapted quickly enough to respond. In
2009 to date there has been a shift towards
protectionist copyright legislation. He cited the
case of Sweden’s Pirate Bay file-sharing service being successfully sued and shut down. He
also cited the example of France’s “Three
Strikes Law,” which will make it necessary for
ISPs to monitor the files being
downloaded on their systems. Italy will soon
pass a similar law.
But there are other models. Hoffert is currently
working with the Isle of Man’s government on
a pilot project to mandate that ISPs charge a
subscription fee that will give its citizens legal
unlimited access to music.
Hoffert feels fortunate to have lived through
decent times when music business models
were more known and sustainable. He said by
the time that individuals presently under the
age of 25 reach their peak earning potential
(in approx.10 years), the music industry may
have stabilized into a new sustainable model.

But right now there is only turmoil. The only
company currently making money is Apple,
through its iTunes platform, which accounts
for 80% of the monetized music market.
However, analysts say the iTunes model is not
sustainable – it’s unreasonable to think
someone will buy a $75 USD device and
spend thousands of dollars – at $0.99 per
track - to legally fill it with music. Apple has
also learned its lesson with Digital Rights
Management (DRM), which it has abandoned.
If consumers by a track of music, they want
the right to reproduce it for personal use (onto
their computer, portable device, to burn onto
a CD, etc.). This has been the prevalent
consumer behaviour for some time now, and
DRM ran contrary to it.
Other business models that are currently
active come with their own strengths and
weaknesses:
1. File sharing monetization: This is
old-school thinking. Most people think this
is the easy option but the main hurdle
is with the consumer who considers file
sharing as free, easy and efficient access to
a large playlist. For industry stakeholders,
issues arise when they want to impose the
mechanics of the traditional system through
channel controls, qualitative measurements
and fix earned revenue to units sold.
2. Revenue through Advertising: This
model is currently unsuccessful but shows
promise. It is based on the model of
conventional television and radio, where
content is perceived by the end user as
being free, while providers in fact earn

revenue on advertising sales. While it is
a successful model for conventional
broadcasters it has been difficult to apply
to the internet. A noted exception is Spiral
Frog, which was able to raise $30M in two
years before they ceased to exist.
3. ISP Subscription Fees: This is a short-tomedium term solutionthat exhibits the most
promise but also several challenges in
implementation. Once music business
stakeholders can determine the minimum
threshold of monthly fee tolerated by the
end user, then the model should succeed.
However, some people in the music industry say subscription is unfair because of the
end users’ uneven usage – some will be
heavier users and others lighter, but all pay
the same fee. Yet, the entertainment
industry is filled with successful examples
of subscription models where the benefit
of low, affordable prices outweighs the
perceived unfairness.
4. The 360 Model: This model sees the
record company owns rightsto all revenue
streams generated by the artist beyond the
traditional publishing and CD sales, including merchandise sales, concert ticket sales,
ring tone sales, and any other forms of
exploitation that can be imagined. The 360
model is quite popular with many recording
labels now and could prove to be valuable.
5. Wholesale Licenses & Subscription:
Subscription to unlimitedcontent could be
the most efficient new model, provided
copyright issues can be resolved. The
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primary issue here is with licensing agreements. The content owner needs to be
allowed to give license to the internet
service provider, which in turn needs to be
allowed to sub-license content to the end
user. This idea of assigning a copyright
license for not only the service provider but
also for an unspecified end user is legally
complicated. Currently, service providers do
not have the legal right to sub-license
content to the end user. While this process
is under review, there is still no suitable
solution

want” price to great success. The British
progressive rock band Marillion generates
money to make new albums by email
campaigns soliciting pre-paid CD orders from
their extensive fan base. The American rap
artist Kanye West makes money on his blogs
through advertising and selling merchandise.
These tactics can work not only for pop artists
but those with passionate fans who believe
that creators deserve to be paid.

6. Streaming Services: Web-based content
streaming could providea good alternative
resolving DRM issues. By receiving content
in small parcels that do not download to
the end users’ computer and are deleted
after use, the creator and their agent are
protected. However, software developers
are catching up, creating tools that allow
end users to capture a “snapshot” and
download the file. So, the technology is
imperfect.

What else is happening at the Industry
level? Hoffert spoke about the Canadian
music industry think tank called “Transmission” which took place in Vancouver, BC in
spring 2009. He said what made this event
unique was that it brought together multiple
stakeholders – artists, recording labels,
promoters, media, agents, MICS, ISPs – to
address industry issues. Tables of 8-10
people held discussions in an attempt to
answer 100 pressing questions (please see
the PowerPoint presentation for the six key
questions Mr. Hoffert discussed in his
presentation.)

Beyond the above models, Hoffert touched on
several new tactics used by popular music
artists to maximize their own careers. Prince
bundled a copy of his CD with a live performance concert ticket resulting in his CD sales
figures skyrocketing. Billboard did not want to
count these “giveaway” CDs as chart sales but
eventually they relented when Prince pointed
out that his fans were paying for the CD
royalties as well as the seat in the $50+ ticket
price. Radiohead offered their latest album
in download format with a “pay what you

What does this all mean for MICs? Hoffert
proposed some interesting scenarios for MICs
to explore. He pointed out that MIC
audiences are more passionate about the
music and the creators each MIC represents.
As a result, these audiences believe more
strongly that creators should be compensated.
And so MIC patrons are more likely to voluntarily pay for MIC sponsored music in a
subscription-based system. For MICs to monetize a system like file-sharing, they will need
to collect consumption/trade information in

order to know what the end user really wants.
Regardless of whatever method is used,
audiences are looking for both variety and
convenience of purchase.
Artists will continue to need assistance in
distributing and promoting their music. MICs
will need to address the issue of licensing
agreements with composers in order to
monetize any Internet delivery system. In the
future, MICs could implement the 360 model
of business and earn revenue by becoming
more involved in the management, promotion
and selling of creators’ works. MICs, with their
rich creative resources and information, could
become the crossroads that bring artists and
consumers together.
Mr. Hoffert’s final words were a challenge to
MICs to look at an important ingredient for the
future success and thriving of your
organizations – young audiences. Cultivating
this audience now offers a sustainable
market. He ended his presentation by
showing a very moving and exciting video
about Venezuela’s Simon Bolivar Youth
Orchestra, which started with one man’s
unorthodox belief that poor children needed
classical music. The Orchestra has transformed
the lives of over one million children in the
barrios of Caracas by providing free
instruments and music lessons. As a consequence, there is a sizable and sustainable
market for classical music in Venezuela.
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Session 1:

The Music Industry in The 21st Century:
The Changing Landscape and Innovative
Strategies

virtual ditch. Thus, the Internet is a crucial part
of the public good and, as a result, changes
must be made to how the Internet is owned
and regulated. Advocacy is needed to push
politicians and policy such that the telecommunications companies no longer own the
‘Net. It belongs to the people.
The advent of the Internet as we know it
began in 1989 with two events:

Tony Tobias
President, Pangaea Media & Music Inc.
www.PangaeaMediaAndMusic.ca
From Digitization to Googleization
Summary
As of March 2009, 1.5 billion people or 23.8%
of the world’s population are connected to the
Internet, and therefore to each other. This fact
raises important questions of the Internet’s
cultural and social impact, which exceed those
of its technological impact, and which are of
primary importance to Tony Tobias. In this quick
20-year history of the Internet, Tobias shows
how creative people have taken technology,
broken it, cracked it and shifted it beyond its
immediacy to make it so much more.

Mr. Tobias believes strongly that the very
technology that poses the problem will solve

the problem. However, as new technology
become available, its impact on the value
chain is felt hardest at the distribution level.
This especially holds true for the music
business.
The Internet is now a necessary utility; it has
moved beyond its commercial value. Within
this context, the Internet has developed to
such an extent that both professionals and
amateurs can create and distribute content
through it, and all such content can find
a place where it has value. Without this
valuable rich content that originates from the
creative soul of artists, the so-called information highway is nothing but an expensive

1. ARPnet, the US Department of Defense’s
communication network – credited with
being the mother of the Internet – pulled
its hardware from universities and the
military and the new Internet was born. The
telecommunications industry was control
of this network of networks infrastructure.
At the time, this pipeline did not have
graphics or a “face”.
2. CompuServe and MCI, to telecom service
providers, set up email gateways, opening
up the Internet for more communication.
CompuServe’s portal included graphics.
In the same year, Tim Berners-Lee invented
the World Wide Web and, from there, the
information highway was launched.
Then the pace of development started
to accelerate at a dramatic rate.
While the evolution of the Internet and related
technologies has come to impact the whole
world, it has evolved in Canada against a backdrop of cultural imperative, a legacy of innovation and the reality of our expansive geography
and small population. The Canadian government took two steps in the 1970’s to connect
the country through telecommunications:
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1. Our national telephone company, Bell
Canada, which was regulated by government to wire the whole country and
provide inexpensive local telephone
service for a monthly flat fee, which was
subsidized by more expensive long distance
rates.
2.The implementation of satellite in the
1970’s to create a video broadcasting channel that connects the vast northern regions.
These two developments set the groundwork
for east adaptation for future telecommunication developments. Schools across Canada
were connected to the Internet as early as
1995, carried by the extensive phone lines already in place. By 2002, 85% of students between the ages of 13 - 16 years old reported
they had Internet access at home. By the following year, 78% of private sector enterprises
were connecting to the ‘Net. As of March
2009, 72.3% of the entire Canadian population has become connected to the Internet,
thanks to the deep geographic penetration of
the telecommunications industry.
Some Key Internet developments that Tobias
referenced include:
1. FTP (File Transfer Protocol), which allowed
pretty well anything to be downloaded
subject to the speed of the telecommunications system,
2. Newsgroups, the precursor to forums and
chat rooms, joined people with every imaginable interest together. They became the
first place to explore music. They made the
social and community aspect of the Internet became more evident.

3. File compression advancements, especially
with audio, led to the introduction of the
MP3. This became a regressive technology
for the quality of music reproduction,
because of the poor sound fidelity.
4. Berners-Lee created HTML and the web.
Users of HTML pushed it beyond its capacity
to allow for graphics.
5. A company named Mosaic created a
graphics capable Internet browser called
Netscape that could interpret the HTML
code. This is a very important development
because it turned the web from a simple
brochure to an application, driven by
dynamic databases of graphics, words
and information. Microsoft created their
Explorer application, which overtook
Netscape as the dominant Internet browser.
6. The launch of Real Networks and its
RealPlayer allowed for the streaming of
music online.
7. Napster and other file sharing applications
let the genie out of the bottle, facilitating
free file sharing, which shaped the values of
future generations of music consumers (i.e.
the expectation that music should be available for free.)
8. Search technology advances with spiders,
crawlers and bots. Google comes to dominate
the marketplace with its web search
engine.
9. Advancements in mobile phone technology
since 2000 with the introduction of 3G and
smart phones supporting broadband cross
platform delivery made it possible for the
Internet to be even more accessible to
those hungry for content.
10. Advancements in MP3 technology and

the introduction of Apple’s iPod device,
matched by Apple’s iTunes music library
an online music store, developd a brand
new paradigm for the storage and
personal enjoyment of music.
11. Social networks: Facebook, MySpace,
Twitter, Flickr allow for extensive sharing
of culture and ideas.
12. Internet Video: YouTube expands the
whole idea of user-generated content.
Welcome to the new world order – the Internet has destroyed any barriers for an artist
wanting to reach a niche market. Independent artists, armed with computer literacy and
media savvy have taken on the Internet as a
diverse platform for their self-expression and
business on their own terms.
However, where a creator used to produce
music, television or film, now in today’s online reality, they product “content”. The new
term for creator is “content developer”, “content supplier” or “content publisher.” This
shift is causing new business models to
emerge and morph as new players enter the
arena with no loyalty to the artistic merit of
film, TV, music or authorship. Content is simply content, regardless of form or genre, and
its value is directly related to whether it will
stimulate a subscriber to sign up an Internet
delivery services.
In closing, Tobias pointed out that MICS have
value in their collections, so long as it is digitally available. Whatever web application is in
use is now the centre of the available content,
communications and marketing strategy.
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Case Study: The Life of a 21st Century Composer

Paul Steenhuisen
Composer & Independent
Arts Consultant

http://members.shaw.ca/steenhuisen/open.html

Dr. Steenhuisen’s presentation of his life and
experiences as a 21st Century composer took
a very witty approach. Despite the lightheartedness of his delivery, his primary interest
is with a significant subject – maintaining
a widely accessible free-flow of new ideas,
information and artistic expressions, regardless of economic compensation to either
himself or industry stakeholders.
Currently, Steenhuisen spends 30% of his time
anonymously putting out his ideas via the
internet. In his opinion, there is no sound economic model for the value exchange of
information in this way. However, having the
liberty to disperse information carries even
more value for him than economic gain.
Steenhuisen gave an overview of his home
studio. He talked about spending years
writing grant applications to afford legal software that was ultimately impossible to use for

his purposes because of security blocks. He
was forced to find ways around these blocks
in order to create his music. Consequently, he
is no longer willing to pay for industries to
profit from the sale of products limit his
creativity. He suggested a new business model
where he as the composer would get 66.8%
of whatever those industries earned – a ratio
he arrive at by taking on the persona of “the
neighbour of the beast.”
Steenhuisen gave several further examples
where working legally within industry systems
created roadblocks to creativity and distribution. However, he also identified the new freedoms artists have to create and distribute their
works both online and in fixed formats using
simple tools such as laptop computers,
computer software, video cameras and even
wide format printers. He outlined the many
free services artists can use to bypass industry

gatekeepers and get music directly to the
world via the Internet. He made particular
reference to Audioboo – an audio interface for
with Twitter – Facebook, Twitter, You Tube and
Vimeo. These options are particularly
interesting to an artist because they provide a
much wider venue than any concert hall.
In essence, what Steenhuisen asked of those
assembles was “Why do we, the artists, need
you, the publishers, the record labels, the
MICs?” His response was “Because it is
possible for us to work together to perpetuate
our mutual interest in art.” He addressed MICs
directly on several occasions. He suggested
that artists need support from MICs to
promote and create discourse about their
works. What artists need and hope for from
MICs is to work collaboratively within
established networks and professional
relationships to distribute musical works. MICs
are some of the few institutions that have the
intellectual resources to promote and distribute
in a targeted and intelligent way. These
networks and expertise take time to develop,
beyond what a single artist can achieve.
Steenhuisen challenged the MICs to take the
wealth of information in their archives and use
these new social networking technologies to
promote the works in ways artists could
tolerate. He cited an example of using one of
his musical works as a cell phone ringtone. He
closed by saying in the end, while composers
and MICs can’t compete with the massive
marketing machinery of commercial music,
they must continue to successfully promote
themselves and the work of artists.
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Case Study: Soundstreams Canada
Soundstreams Canada’s mandate is to ignite
audiences with fresh and compelling live
music experiences.
Cherney outlined some of the strategies his
organization is currently using to connect new
music to new audiences. While Soundstreams

doesn’t claim to have all the answers, they do
ask a lot of questions about what they do. It’s
this process of constantly questioning that
eventually leads to creative and innovative
answers.
Two burning issues Cherney thinks about are:

Lawrence Cherney
Artistic Director, Soundstreams Canada
www.soundstreams.ca
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1. How do we respond to the fact that new
music by definition is always new and
unfamiliar to our audiences?
2. How do we get new music out of the
ghetto we have put it in? By believing that
new music appeals to a limited audience
we create a self-fulfilling prophesy, one
which there is no reason for perpetuate.
The best thing that has happened recently to
Soundstreams was the funding cuts to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC),
which led to severely reduced new music programming on CBC Radio Two. Soundstreams
realized how much more they could do for
themselves, and in a much more interesting
way than a public broadcaster ever could,
reaching new audiences in larger numbers
and through more innovative means.
The results of these new approaches excite
Cherney tremendously. Soundstreams is using
many of the available social media networks Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and You Tube – as
well as a comprehensive, multimedia website
to explore new distribution of new music. The
organization captures everything it does, from
masterclasses to concerts, and exposes it
to worldwide audiences through these
platforms. One of the most exciting uses of
social media is the ability to document and
share the creative “behind the scenes”
process. For example, the staging process
of the premiere production of R. Murray
Schafer’s opera The Children’s Crusade could
be followed on the website for two months
prior to opening night.
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To achieve most of the above, Soundstreams
has entered into a groundbreaking agreement
with the American Federation of Musicians,
giving the organization permission to exploit
productions for internet downloading, web
streaming and broadcast sales worldwide. The
permission was given based on a predetermined fee, paid up front to the musicians’
union, which makes related activities
predictable and affordable for a small new
music organization.

Congo and the fall of the Berlin Wall. In so
doing, it is using innovative combinations
of ensembles, actors and multimedia to
develop these productions so that they
speak to socially relevant topics.
3. Environmental Relevance: The situation
of the concert must have relevance to its
meaning. Soundstreams is involved in
creating captivating productions that reach

people in their own neighbourhoods.
For example, Soundstreams has staged
an opera about disadvantaged youth in
a warehouse in one the poorest neighbourhoods in Toronto.
As a result of implementing these strategies,
attendance at Soundstreams events has
increased by 250%.

Case Study: Canadian Music Centre

Beyond the above evolutions, Cherney
outlined three strategies Soundstreams
continues to employ to achieve its goals:
1. Global Exchange: International collaborations and partnerships with other arts
organizations. When Soundstreams started
work over 20 years ago, Cherney tapped
into the MIC networks, particularly in the
Nordic countries, to create many fruitful
events. Now Soundstreams has exchange
programs in Sweden, Norway, Holland,
Mexico and Germany that are tremendously
important to them. The synergies that result from these partnerships disseminate
new musical works more broadly and reach
exponentially larger audiences.
2. Social Relevance: Positioning new music
asa socially relevant art form – one with
appeal to a broader audience – is important. The key is to allow art to do what it
does best, which is to make us think and
reflect. Soundstreams is collaborating with
international and Canadian composers on
works based on current and historical
events, such as the child soldiers of the

Jason Van Eyk
Ontario Regional Director, Canadian Music Centre
www.musiccentre.ca

The CMC is driven by the desire to create viable markets, both domestic and international,
for the exceptional music created by Canadian

composers. CMC does so in the face of technological shifts and economic instability by filling in existing industry gaps, whether they are
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in promotion, publishing, recording or broadcasting. The end goal is to allow composers
to realize sustainable, active artistic careers.
CMC continues to build a foundation upon
which Canadian composers can succeed in
their chosen field by acting as a multi-pronged
organization offering: professional support to
Canadian composers through a range of programs; expanded publishing and licensing
services; expanded promotions to new, royalty-rich global markets; growth of its nonprofit recording label and recording
distribution service, both on disc and online;
royalty collection and distribution based on
sales and rentals of composers’ works; active
collection, archiving, packaging and distribution of composer information.
The Present: Currently, the CMC is fulfilling
its mandate through the following actions:
1. Accessibility & Availability
a. Technology and Website: An information-rich, multimedia, e-commerce enabled web portal offered in English and
French, backed by internet-driven workflow
tools, making the CMC’s resources available 24/7. Recent innovations include CentreStreams/MusiFlots – the online audio
archive housing 9,000+ tracks of continuously available music.
b. Music Services: The department that
acquires, digitized, prints, binds, archives,
sells and rents scores and performing parts.
New hardware and workflow software
have greatly improved quality of product
and response times.

c. Library Services: A free-lending library
with a unique collection of over 18,000
scores and 9,000 archival and commercial
audio recordings, as well as extensive reference materials. The library catalogue is
fully accessible online. Repertoire consultations and reference services are freely offered through multiple channels, including
an online chat function.
d. Centrediscs / Distribution Services:
CMC’s multi-award-winning record label
produces and promotes CDs featuring
CMC’s Associate Composers and distributes these recordings through both physical and digital means. The Centrediscs
catalogue is for sale online through download arrangements with IODA, who sells
Centrediscs titles to Amazon and iTunes,
and through online subscription with EMusic. The CMC online boutique has also
been overhauled to reflect MP3 download
capability. Distribution of physical product
to various European distributors and retailers is now arranged by MaGaDa.
2. Awareness & Appreciation
a. Online Educational Offerings: A series of award-winning, internationally recognized and interactive micro-sites
designed to educate different age groups
to the work of Canadian composers. Sound
Adventure introduces children to basic
music theory and Canadian musical soundscapes. Sound Progression follows the stylistic developments of Canadian Music
through the 20th century. Influences of
Many Musics explores the multicultural influences of first generation Canadian com-

posers, and has expanded to 80 multimedia composer profiles.
b. New Music in New Places: A nationwide CMC initiative that showcases composers’ work at unique locations within the
many communities where they live and
work. Now entering its fifth year, New
Music in New Places has supported composers in self-presenting hundreds of
events, reaching over 200,000 Canadians
in 2008-09 alone.
c. Online Publications / Podcasts: An
extensive online library in-depth study
guides, repertoire guides and educational
resources are available for download. Centrediscs’ Sounds New / Sons Nouveaux
podcast is a recent addition – a one-hour
program released bimonthly on both English and French.
d. Extensive Social Networking: CMC
uses Facebook, Twitter and Flickr to connect to its community and has experimented with other formats (e.g. Ning and
Dilettante). Staff is encouraged to blog,
tweet and update Facebook info with CMC
news and activities to extend this network.
e. International Programming: Trade
missions to the USA, Japan and China, as
well as attendance at international trade
shows like MIDEM and Musicora open
new markets. Partnerships with Canadian
ensembles touring internationally and CMC
Associates who are resident overseas yield
further results.
The Future: Given CMC’s vast collection of
contemporary classical and specialized music,
it is ideally positioned to take advantage of
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long-tail theory economics and capitalize on
a global environment of niche markets via a
more aggressive online strategy. This strategy
will require CMC to continue to fast-track the
digitization of assets (scores and recordings)
towards the creation of a full “digital library”
where all music can be made available for
online sampling and/or purchase in multiple

formats. To further leverage the value of its
collections, CMC is pursuing the creation of
a commercially-oriented Publishing Services
Unit. This new unit will better promote and
develop opportunities for Canada’s composers
and their music worldwide, including delving
into new market opportunities such licensing
for film, television and new media.

IAMIC Talkback

Panelists

New Zealand: Scilla Askew
Belgium: Stef Coninx
Scotland: Alasdair Pettinger
Austria: Peter Rantasa
New Zealand: Fundraising has been a challenge in the current economic climate. SouNZ
came up with a creative response – a silent
auction of five donated composer commissions. Even though the organization has
access to all this amazing new technology,
which it used to publicize this fundraising initiative, it still had to communicate with donors
by telephone, fax and face-to-face meetings
to implement its plan. The personal approach
is still tremendously important.

Belgium: It is understandable that new
technology opens a lot of opportunities and
interest but, but does it open new markets for
contemporary classical music? Should we
make a distinction between musical genres
when using new technology? In the existing
system, the same rules for apply for selling
commercial and classical music. Should we
have different rules for different genres? In
a small market like Belgium, performing rights
collection society still allocates more points

and money to classical music. There is a
distinction in the value of music between
genres that is completely gone in this new
technological era. This is something we
should take into account.
Scotland: Our MIC still deals with people
who don’t use either email or music notation
software as an informed choice. Some people
are very much interested in reviving older
formats. We are living in both a digital and an
analog world. New technologies don’t always
displace older ones. An odd example of where
these worlds collide : One of our staff discovered on tweet on Twitter that lead him to
a You Tube demo of a new device being
developed by an MIT researcher that allows
ordinary objects to act like an musical instrument. We downloaded the instructions, and
tried to build the Theremin-like instrument
using old technology of a circuit board,
soldering iron and elastic band.
Austria: A more serious topic to be raised is
the value of art. We have heard about content
value chains and monetizing markets, but not
about the music itself and especially new
music. Quite often art can’t be monetized. We
need to foster discourse about what the new
aesthetic is for the 21st Century and educate
not only ourselves but also our composers to
follow these new challenges. All artistic
expression is being merged into content, but
content is not the equivalent of quality.
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Session 2:

Cultural Policy Copyright: Can Creators Get Paid in the Age of the Internet?

Garry Neil
Cultural Policy Consultant

Digital Culture, the Internet, Copyright and Collective Licensing

Summary
Mr. Neil announced that his goal was to
provocatively and practically talk about
prospects for the use of cultural expressions in
the digital realm. His fundamental question
was “how do we get people to pay for content
and ensure some of that money flows to
creators?” No one in the cultural sector has
yet developed a successful business model
to answer this question, although there are
models that can be explored. In Mr. Neil’s
view, the real future for both creators of
artistic content and those who watch, listen
or read it online is in an unlimited use,
subscription-based system that generates
revenue through a combination of government-regulated levies on Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) and a percentage of advertising
revenues. These revenues would be shared

with artists who voluntarily agree to make
their work available for unlimited use online.

As we all know, continued technological
advancements brought about by strategic
business partnerships will continue to make
all forms of culture easier to access on the
Internet. This will eventually render hard
copies of books, CDs, magazines and other
reproduced cultural objects obsolete. As
a result, we find ourselves in a scenario where
there is an important need to reconsider how
we balance the creator’s rights to be recognized and compensated for their creative endeavors with the expectations of consumers
who have grown up with unlimited Internet
access and, hence, free access to cultural
objects that have been made available online.

When the computer is finally fully integrated
with home theatre and digital sound system,
the Internet will truly become the principle
vehicle of access for many kinds of creative
works (aside from some crafts, nearly every
kind of creative work can now be transmitted
through the Internet.) Steps have already been
taken in this direction. Thanks to a recent
business merger between Samsung and
Yahoo, and a subsequent partnership
between Yahoo and Intel, new television sets
are being preloaded with Internet access
software. This development is a marker that
we are truly moving to the next stage of
integrated platform development, where
everything will be fully integrated in the
home. Consequently, conventional TV and
radio broadcasting, CDs and DVDs will simply
disappear as distribution methods.
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Smart broadcasters are the ones who understand what their role will be in an Internet
universe of virtually unlimited supply. This role
is to act as a content aggregator and help
cultural consumers navigate this rich cultural
resource.
Here, Neil gave an example of business
innovations that we can expect in the next few
years as a result of Internet televisions:
Hollywood will sell its movies over the
Internet. In fact, this is already happening
through a venture called Zillion TV – a new
video-on-demand service backed by most of
the big American television companies and by
VISA. Zillion TV provides programming and
finely targeted advertising to viewers over the
Internet.
In this move to an Internet dominated
distribution system, there are two important
principles to consider are:
1. Creators and copyright owners must
be able to decide when and under what
conditions their work will be released on
the Internet.
2. Consumers must be free to enjoy legally
acquired works in whatever format and at
whatever time they want.
Neil’s proposal for how to handle the balance
of these two principles, while ensuring fair
compensation for creators and fair prices for
the consumer, is outlined in three possible
categories. Neil took particular interest in
Category B:

1. Category A encompasses those works
made available for a fee and with conditions set by the creator and/or copyright
owner. Examples of this category in practice iTunes, Amazon and Netflix. Revenue
is generated by subscription fee, or
payments for rental or sale. Payments to
creators are part of the contractual
relationship.
2. Category C encompasses those works in
the public domain or those that are
released without expectation of compensation. Examples of this category in practice
include Facebook, YouTube and Flickr.
The works are often user-generated. No
payment is expected nor are there any
moral rights to payment.
3. Category B encompasses those works
made available in expectation of payment,
while allowing the consumer unlimited use.
The fees would be generated through
a combination of government-regulated
levy on Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and
a percentage of advertising revenues
generated by web sites in the jurisdiction.
The levy would have to be fairly high
because this model enables consumers to
have unlimited access to a rich array of
creative content and would allow them to
use it on multiple platforms. If this model
were to work, more creators would choose
voluntarily to have their works released for
unlimited use.
In Canada, the Creators Copyright Coalition is
leading discussions on what such a suitable
ISP levy for Category B should be. A figure of
25% of the ISP’s subscription fees has been

suggested. However, some are advocating the
fee be as high as 50%, because security measures still can’t keep ahead of hackers, and so
the protection of the creative work in these
agreements can’t be assured.
Neil believes that in Category B, the ISPs will
pass the cost of the levy on to consumers,
which may be appropriate, given that it is
ultimately the consumer that will benefit the
most.
However, for Category B to be successful there
must be certain preconditions in place. These
are:
1. Government Action: Legislation must be
passed to impose the ISP levy and an
advertising royalty. International co-operation
would be required given that the Internet
transcends borders.
2. Effective Labeling: Consumers must be
made aware which category of works they
are viewing, especially if work in Category
A (“pay-per-use”.)
3. Public Education: Consumers needs to be
made aware of the “do’s and don’ts” of
copyright. Work must be done with youth
to renew a respect for the work that
creators do.
4. Collective Administration: Everyone in
the cultural sector is being affected by how
the Internet blurs the lines between various
media. It will require the whole community
to work together to advocate for a system
that effectively and collectively administers
digital copyright fees.
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and avoid years of arguing between rights
holders is to have government regulation.

Panelists

USA: Frank Oteri
Denmark: Henrik Wenzel Andreasen
Sweden: Roland Sandberg
Ireland: Eve O’Kelly

USA: Mr. Oteri emphasized the need for
cooperation vs. competition in the 21st
Century and the importance of devising with
an international Internet strategy to prevent
untrammeled access. He asked the European
delegates if they could shed some more light
on the recent changes in the EU that have
created increased competition between
performing rights societies. Will this make
Mr. Neil’s the Category B compensation model
more difficult to implement?
Denmark: Mr. Andreasen described a
successful scenario in Denmark where
creators are getting paid without additional
fees for end users. This is possible because
there is only one performing rights society in
Denmark, KODA, which collects royalties for
both Danish and international rights-holders.
The leading Danish telephone and Internet
service provider, TDC, has made a new model
agreement with KODA to give its Internet

subscribers access to all the music they wish.
Subscribers do have to pay a slightly higher
fee for this ISP, but the model allows for “free”
access to music as a reward to loyal, long time
customers. Everyone is happy: the performing
rights societies feel their creators are getting
paid reasonable money and that their rights
are protected (e.g. if a customer leaves TDC,
the music files disappear from their computer);
the end users gets quality service and the
perception of free music; and the phone company has increased its market share.
Sweden: Mr. Sandberg responded to the
question of performing rights societies and
ISPs from the Swedish perspective. In March
2008, the Swedish performing rights society,
STEEN, proposed a voluntary ISP fee on top
of the existing broadband levy for downloading music. The government loved the idea but
the music industry did not. He agrees with Mr.
Neil that the only way to solve this dilemma

Sandberg touched on the issue of competition
between performing rights societies in Europe.
What is most dangerous in this debate is that
competition laws, not copyright laws, are driving the discussion in the EU courts. Such perspectives absolutely go against UNESCO’s call
for cultural diversity. And such dualism makes
it tricky to satisfy both diversity and competition concerns. If economics and competition
are allowed to rule, the money will flow away
from creators. For example, many performing
rights societies have removed special rates for
classical composers. In Sweden, they are
discussing higher fees be paid for commissions to cover the loss in copyright income.
Ireland: Ms. O’Kelly agreed that, from a
European perspective, it will be more complex
to solve the issue of competition and cultural
diversity given the number many small countries, each with very different ideas about
preserving cultural heritage.
Regarding the topic of compensating creators
for online distribution of works, she believes
that end users may be prepared to pay if there
is a simple and easy system. But why should
we expect ISPs to feed money from an end
user to the creators? There is no incentive for
them to do so. More importantly, why can’t
we persuade the average person that they
should pay for music, especially when they are
willing to do so for other cultural objects?
Perhaps because the link between the cultural
object and its creator is absent from the music
consumer’s awareness.
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Mr. Neil replied to the panel’s comments and
questions:
1. ISPs don’t and won’t care about adequately
compensating creators until governments
tell them they must do so.
2. On the issue of cross-cultural networks,
a comprehensive and sustained solution
could be achieved only if all cultural
products are included. A music-only system
can’t generate enough public goodwill
and government support.
A group discussion followed:
1. The issue of rights payments to independent artists was discussed from many
perspectives. The general feeling is that
rights money, whether collected through
existing or new business models, will
continue to flow first and foremost to the
four multinational record companies.
2. The issue of levies placed on blank media
was also broached. Some delegates believe
that such levies imply that users of blank
media are thieves.
3. Returning to the topic of online music
distribution and creator compensation,
Mr. Sandberg cited research done by STEEN
that found that consumers would be willing
to pay for music downloads should the
prices be reasonable.
4. A Dutch delegate referenced discussions
from his home country regarding the responsibility of online music availability to
consumers – does it sit with the ISPs or the
website owners? As a consequence, the
Netherlands performing rights society,

BUMA, created a successful new program
that collects fees from end users through
website owners.
Mr. Neil concluded the talkback session with
a few points of reply:
1. Regarding the question of “who is responsible for making music available to consumers online?” especially in the case of
collecting fees, it is important to remember

that ISPs are geographically located to serve
a local consumer base, while websites can
be hosted from anywhere.
2. More importantly, the cultural community
must make its case for its share of the
billions of dollars being generated by
activity on the Internet. To do so requires
the reintegration of artist/creator organizations into the copyright battle. In Canada,
artists are at the table thanks to the
Creators Copyright Coalition.

Session 3:

Influencing Cultural Policy – Ensuring a Place
at the Table: Creating an Advocacy Toolkit

Jan Ford
Partnerships Manager, Orchestras Live
www.orchestraslive.org.uk

Creating an Advocacy Tool Kit
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Cultural policy has a major influence on funding, the survival of our organizations, and
even the music art form. Advocacy is the
vehicle that we have for influencing cultural
policy; and key to influencing cultural policy is
the ability to demonstrate how the impact
of your work relates to policy delivery.
To be an effective advocate, you must be clear
about your objectives. You must ask why you
want to be at the cultural policymaker’s table
and whose table you want to sit at in order
achieve those objectives, whether it be local,
regional, national or international.

feet and seize opportunities to advocate
when presented.
6. Business Plan: Compile a comprehensive
document that sets out a clear mission,
objectives and goals your organization wants
to achieve.
7. Clear messages: Be able to reframe key
issues in different ways. Be very clear about
what you want to say, when you want to say
it, and to whom it should be said.

8. Database: Collect contact and relationship
information into a detailed, segmented and
clearly targeted collection for media, funders,
networks and others.
Advocacy is about participating in the future. And
quite often the art can advocate for itself. Put
politicians in front of a children’s choir and let the
young people talk about their achievements. Even
the most cynical politician will be influenced.

Elements of an Effective Advocacy Tool Kit
1. Evidence: Compile details of your work
and its impact. You should be continually
building your organization’s repository of
images, videos, quotes, case studies, clippings and statistics. This material should be
available at the touch of a button.
2. Advocates: Assemble your champions
from the broadest range of influences,
including funders, media, cultural partners,
and even program beneficiaries.
3. Supporters: Know your networks and
build strategic alliances with a number
of organizations with similar goals and
objectives.
4. Intelligence: Gather information that will
help with spotting trends and cultural policy shifts before they happen. If you can see
the bandwagon, then it’s too late.
5. Well-trained Staff: Hire, train and retain
those who have the required skills, knowledge and expertise; who can think on their

Amanda Sussman
Policy Advisor, Plan Canada
http://plancanada.ca

The Art of the Possible
Ms. Sussman has had firsthand experience in
numerous advocacy campaigns. Through her
experience it has become clear that governments need their citizens to provide a full
variety of information from different perspec-

tives – in essence, to advocate. A strong
informed network of citizens is essential to
keeping a check on government and its
bureaucracy. In other words, advocacy is
essential to democracy.
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Effective advocacy requires that information
be put in front of the right people at the right
time, and that this information be seriously
considered at all levels of government
decision making. In order to be effective in
influencing government decisions, it is
important to understand where opposing
viewpoints may be coming from within
government. Address these views head on by
delivering realistic and specific reasons for
why your recommendations should be implemented. In the end, the politician’s role is not
to pick one side or the other, but rather to
balance competing interests in an ultimate
decision that is seen as legitimate and
sustainable. Good advocacy will be well
reflected in the final decisions of policy makers.
Practical Techniques for Impacting Policy
1. Understand how decisions are made:
Determine whether decisions are made from
the bottom up or the top down. The biggest
mistake many organizations make is to use all
their time and resources to meet with someone high up who really has very little power to
change policy. Elected representatives have
surprising little power to make change on their
own. They do not implement policy. Still, it is
crucial to your success as an advocate that
officials are on your side as much as possible.
2. Define clear objectives: Without clarity
in your objectives, success will not be apparent to you or the politicians. Two basic
objectives of advocacy are to:
I) Raise Awareness: This is a much broader,
long-term activity that creates a level of
support that politicians can respond to and

use to overcome internal obstacles.
A mistake advocacy groups often make
is to bring public awareness objectives
to government in the form of recommendations, which can be easily deflected.
II) Change existing policy or influence
policy development.
3. Communicate your ideas: The language
you use to describe your issues is absolutely
essential. Look at assumptions behind the
language used to describe a policy and
challenge those assumptions by using new
language that will drive new associations. This
is absolutely critical for arts policy. It is crucial
to challenge commonly held beliefs and
reframe public funding policies from an
alternative perspective.
4. Mobilize people for your cause: The
power of numbers always resonates politically.
5. Pick the right time: Consider carefully when

and how to approach government. Given the
current economic crunch, it is more prudent to
develop a long-term awareness campaign,
particularly for the arts.
6. Connect with your community: The
broader and more diverse your coalition is in
backing an advocacy campaign, the stronger
the impact you will have on policy decisions.
There is a real need for art institutions to
engage in the political process. In cultural
policy, groups find themselves in the uncomfortable position of explaining the value of art
to an audience of non-practitioners. It is
important that the value of the arts be clearly
articulated and explained to those in power,
especially those who have no connection to
the arts community.
Advocacy is a long-term process. So, remember to celebrate incremental successes.

IAMIC Talkback

Panelists

USA: Joanne Hubbard Cossa
Slovakia: Olga Smetanova
Norway: Martin Revheim
Iceland: Frida Bjornsdottir
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USA: Ms. Cossa gave an example that illustrated the power of strategic alliances and the
importance of acting at the right moment. In
June 2008, all the national cultural service
groups in the USA formed a cultural coalition,
united by a common goal of raising awareness. President Obama appointed an arts transition team, which was the first time the arts
were taken so seriously by the federal government. When Obama proposed a $50 million increase in funding to the National
Endowment of the Arts in his economic stimulus package, this arts coalition mobilized unprecedented public support. As a result, the
funding proposal remained in the bill and the
bill was passed.. The coalition had to act
quickly to capitalize on this unique moment in
history and they were ready.
Slovakia: Ms. Smetanova gave an example
of how a top-down decision derailed careful,
strategic planning with bottom-up decision
makers. The MIC worked closely with experts
in the Ministry of Education as well as Ministry of Culture over a two-year period to prepare a successful proposal to increase the
number of music concerts in schools. Just as
the MIC and government officials were on the
verge of signing of the bill, a new minister
was appointed. This minister cancelled the
funding because he personally did not agree
with it.
Norway: Mr. Revheim discussed the hazards
that a few disgruntled community members
can create when they complain indiscriminately. While there has never been more for
culture in Norway than there is now, a group

of about twelve unhappy people (in a country
with a small population) have managed to
create an awkward situation between the arts
community and the government. The MIC invited these people for a dialogue, from which
it received invaluable feedback. As a result,
the MIC is using all avenues to approach the
new Minister of Culture to assure good relations.
Iceland: Ms. Bjornsdottir chose to play devil’s
advocate on several topics raised during the
morning sessions. She questioned the assumptions that we in the arts make when we
advocate on behalf of others. She questioned
the ethics of using children to increase audiences and gain the attention of funders. She
pointed out that reframing concepts has already taken place with the odious use of the
word “subscription”, which is being used instead of “charging”. She suggested we take
care not to buy into preexisting concepts, but
instead invent new concepts which better
serve the arts. Ms. Bjornsdottir also had ethical questions concerning Mr. Neil’s categories
of payment methods for content creators. If
traffic on the Internet is paramount, and
pornography constitutes 50-80% of that traffic, then under Category A would we not get
(digital copyright) fees from pornographers?
She also expressed that under Category C,
people who created content for free on
YouTube would not be paid, yet they would
be taxed in the ISP levy. Here, she cited the
example of Britain’s Got Talent contestant
Susan Boyle, who has attracted millions of hits
on the Internet, yet cannot capitalize on this
activity. Others are making money from her

presence on You Tube. Ms. Bjornsdottir suggested that perhaps she should be defending
an individual’s right against advocates and
groups (including cultural agencies) who are
in fact acting as gatekeepers.
Ms. Sussman responded to the examples and
questions raised:
1. In order to be considered a legitimate
advocate, an organization must be clear
about whom they are representing and if
in fact they have the right to speak for that
group. In the arts, advocates and organizations offer specialized expertise. This
position differs from human rights organizations, which often represent specific
groups of people.
2. The importance of timing rests at the micro
level.
3. It is vital to understand a government’s
position and to be realistic about where the
opportunities for advocacy lie. The way to
do this is to continually monitor a ministry’s
stump speeches.
4. Be sure to verify that what you ask
a government representative for in your
advocacy campaign is within that person’s
power and scope to take forward.
Ms. Sussman agreed with Ms. Smetanova’s
advocay example and reiterated that in fact it
can be counterproductive to seek action from
someone high up in the government. In her
experience, this scenario has often backfired
by creating ill will with the bottom-up
decision makers. It is better to make your own
contacts within a ministry or department.
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Ms. Ford referenced Ms. Cossa’s example to
reiterate that alliances with other cultural
organizations are really important. She gave
an excellent example of the highly successful

coalition called Music Manifesto in the UK,
which has mobilized funding and programs in
arts and education.

CLOSING REMARKS: Ours is to Create
a Global Classical Community Online

Juliana Farha
Founder, Dilettante Music
www.dilettantemusic.com

The mission of Dilettante Music.com is to
serve as an information and music discovery
hub, connecting artists and organizations with

audiences and listeners worldwide, specifically
around the genre of classical and new music.
The name is taken from the Italian verb
“dilettare”, which means “to bring pleasure”.
Dilettante seeks to bridge the gap between
virtual space and live space, and to use
digital media to sustain the conversation
about new music. Throwing up a web
2.0 user-generated web portal has proven
quite interesting for the founders. A lot of
research was done into the other social media
sites and platforms, and how end-users take
advantage of them, in crafting Dilettante.
Special mention was made of Spotify, a new
audio subscription service that is revolutionizing the way end users access and use music
online. As a result of this research, as well
as the founders’ own thinking on what they
wanted to achieve, Dilettante has morphed
from a social network site (launched in
January 2008) into a hub that includes
e-commerce as well as information.
Composers have gravitated to Dilettante
to post their works and so have extended
a work’s life beyond its premiere. A new
innovation for Dilettante is the Digital
Composer in Residence Program – an online
composer’s competition that will result in an
online residency for one lucky composer,
an accompanying commission, and a live
show / webcast from a venue in London,
England. The site’s visitors will choose the
winner. The purpose of this program is to
create a sustained relationship between the
composer and the online music community.
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Session Notes:
Vancouver
Session 4:

The Business of International Market Development:
Elements of a Trade Mission

Panelists

Tyl van Toorn, CEO, TNT Productions
Elisabeth Bihl, Executive Director, Canadian Music Centre
Robert Calder, Owner, Boompa Records

The music think tank sessions that Mr. van
Toorn’s company organizes helped him
realize that the future of the music business
was facing impacts not only from the Internet
but also from new emerging markets.
This insight was supported in a report
produced by Goldman Sachs, identifying the
four fastest emerging national markets, known
collectively as BRIC- Brazil, Russia, India and
China. When combined, these countries cover
25% of the world’s landmass, harbour 40%
of the world’s population, and generate
a combined $15 trillion GDP. The same
document predicted that by 2050, the GDP
of the BRIC contries would eclipse that of
the G8.

Tyl van Toorn
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These insights coincided with a request from
the provincial government of British Columbia
to organize a business mission to China in
conjunction with the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
When on a fact-finding mission to China (as
part of a planned tour for an electronica DJ),
Mr. van Toorn recognized the need to adopt
a whole new set of practices, especially if any
future business mission were to successfully
tackle the foreign and uniquely different
Chinese marketplace. Mr. van Toorn has since
organized two missions to China under the
Transmit banner. Numerous experience and
insights resulted from these missions.
During the first Trasmit mission, Canadian
delegates traveled as a small group by bus
and train, experiencing the realities of touring
China. Meetings with local counterparts were
arranged as small social engagements in
casual settings, to allow for the building of
rapport. Reciprocity was identified as a key
value: while five Canadian commercial acts
were showcased, Chinese acts were invited to
showcase along with them.

experience. Many of the Chinese professionals
and fans could not differentiate between
western musical genres. For them, the music
was simply either good or bad.
After both missions, epiphanies abounded.
It was one thing to research the market and
meet with Chinese delegates. It was quite
another to be exposed directly to how the
market works – its successes and failures. The
inherent cynicism of the Northern American
music industry was thrown off when it met
with the verve and speed of the fledgling one
in China, including its rapid learning curve;
China has been digesting 150 years of western
music in less than ten years. In addition, the
country doesn’t have the same barriers in
place to hamper the development of digital
and mobile industries. And so, Canadian
delegates returned home, very excited and up-

beat about the how to seize the opportunities
and meet the challenges that lay ahead.
Canada is uniquely situated to take advantage
of this new marketplace. Canadian businesses
operate in a small domestic market and so
have developed considerable amount of
experience with export. The Canadian
government understands the need to support
exploration of new markets; and so it provides
funding that is not contingent upon an
immediate return on investment.
Based on the results of Transmit’s missions to
China, this project has adopted a long-range
plan to take its mission-based model to India,
Russia/Eastern Europe and Brazil/South America.
Elements of the missions will be customized to
reflect the respective cultural norms and
linguistic situations of each market.

Elisabeth Bihl

Reciprocity increased in the second Transmit
mission, with both Canadian and Chinese
delegates offering artist showcases and business
presentations. A professional development
component was added, where Chinese
production people were trained through
participation in the Canadian showcases.
An interesting audience insight was that western classical music has been presented
in China for over fifty years now, but live
popular music concerts are still a very new

Through her experience attending MIDEM,
Ms. Bihl understood the importance of
building on-the-ground contacts before
approaching a new market. Her first Transmit
tour to China in 2007 was exploratory. The

trip offered her the opportunity to meet many
of the right kind of delegates for her work
– promoting the music of Canadian
composers – and which resulted in identifying
and securing a deal with an important online
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distributor. Consequently, the CMC is making
adaptations, such as translating its online
catalogue into Mandarin, to support Chinese
online services. In support of this new
distribution relationship, the CMC has been
advised by its Chinese distributor to tour acts
in Chin and help build the market for
Canadian composers, performers and their
product.

Ms. Bihl has since returned to China in 2009
with Transmit. During that mission she was
able to meet high-level government officials
who held connections to concert venues and
other resources, and to sustaining relationships
with previous contacts. She recommends
actively following up after such a trip and
maintaining contact with the Chinese
delegates.

Robert Calder

Mr. Calder attended the two Transmit missions to China, taking a particular focus on indie pop
and rock genres. His experience from both missions reinforce the notions of keeping an open
mind, returning often, and playing in smaller clubs to build the audiences’ experience of a live
show and the acts. This combination is what helps create and nurture sustainable careers for
artists in new markets like China.

IAMIC Talkback

Panelists

Austria: Peter Rantasa
Finland: Jutta Jaakkola
Slovenia: Mitja Bervar
Netherlands: Paul Gompes

Austria: Mr. Rantasa commented on the
similar challenges Austria and Canada face,
specifically being a small market in the
shadow of large country with a huge market
operating in the same language. He posed
a series of questions for the Panel to answer.

Question 1: For Austrian poverty stricken
artists, is there a potential for international
cooperation?
Response: Because the Canadian domestic
market is so small, we have been obliged to
seek collaboration and to export, so it is
possible for your artists as well.
Question 2: Are the findings for Transmit
available to the public?
Response: Some of the academic papers are
available online at www.transmitnow.com.
Journalists who attend are free to write about
any of the ideas discussed but may not name
specific delegates.
Question 3: Mr. Rantasa has been to China
on business missions and well understands
the excitement but also the cynicism and
stereotyping of the marketplace. How do you
bring your experiences home to prepare and
develop your constituency for such markets?
Response: Mr. Calder and Ms. Bihl responded
by saying that artists were completely open to
the information shared about the marketplace
and touring opportunities. Mr. van Toorn
stressed how quickly the Chinese are adopting
new business practices and policies, and rec-
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ommended that Canadians develop close ties
now.
Finland: Ms. Jaakkola described the success
of the recent Transmission Finland event.
150 international and Finnish delegates
brainstormed 100 new ideas to find, develop
and promote new talent. She noticed how
important it is in Finland to think outside the
box and get over the old idea that contemporary
classical music will be destroyed if MICs sell
it. She asked the panel where there is new
money, new venues and new links in the
marketplace.

Response: Mr. van Toorn offered three
juxtapositions. First, for new out-of-the-box
thinking, seek out people in other industries
such as finance, auto, or oil and enter into
dialogues with them about their business
practices. Look for the intersections of these
industries practices with the music business.
Second, break down the silos of ageism. As
people age and take on more responsibility,
money becomes a limiting factor. The best
ideas are not driven by money. Third, mash up
the genres. There could be more crossovers
between the genres.
Slovenia: Mr. Bervar noted that his country
is very small and still working to develop a
domestic market, which makes the idea of
entering a very foreign marketplace like China
challenging. While Slovenia has lots of great
composers and musicians, and a very good
festival system, it does not have a national
music policy. The Slovenian MIC successfully
organized the first Slovenian showcase at

MIDEM 2008, which drew favourable
attention from the domestic Minister of
Culture and other agencies, as well as
international business delegates. He agreed
that the quality of the music presented is most
important to these ventures.

Response: Mr. van Toorn remarked that
Slovenia is in fact an ideal country to tackle
the Chinese market. Chinese audiences are
looking for all kinds of Western music. He
gave an example of two unknown rock bands
from small European countries that have
become very popular in China because they
keep returning to perform. Chinese fans like
that.
Netherlands: Mr. Gompes has been
to China several times in his previous job
promoting Dutch jazz. He agrees it is a very
interesting place, but has some reservations
about the reality of developing new
opportunities there. It is essential to find
a common playing field, a connection
between what you have to offer as a country
and what the other country has to offer you.
In his experience, the artistic playing field in
China is still quite small. In his opinion, the
most important strategy for entering China is
to build sustainable relationships, not only
between institutions but with the agents,
ensembles, record labels and musicians in
one’s home country who will travel there. He
asked the panel members how they would
translate their experiences into sustainable
relationships between artists in China and
Canada.

Response: Mr. van Toorn agreed that there is
too much data to share about the Chinese
market and that the best way to pass on
knowledge was by sending the Canadian
business delegates on the road, giving them
a direct experience with the people and the
culture. It’s not for the faint of heart, and so he
chose delegates with dexterity. During the last
Transmit mission to China, twenty five
companies and five acts participated. Every
one of the five acts secured additional gigs
while in China. The Canadian managers and
agents were actively brokering other deals
with Chinese delegates, who were direct
powerbrokers (not middlemen.) Mr. van
Toorn’s job is made easier now because these
twenty-five influential Canadian companies
are actively speaking about their successes
to peers and the government.
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Session 5:

2. Development of standards of fairness for
different music products.
3. Creation and implementation of a certification
system for fair music products and services
that comply with the fair music standards.
A quality seal has been created so that
music consumers can easily identify fair
music products.
4. Establishment of privileged distribution
channels

The First Global Initiative for Fairness
and Justice in the Music Business

Peter Rantasa,
Executive Director, mica – Music Austria

www.mica.at
The purpose of the fair music Initiative is
to create better awareness of the role of the
creator and to ensure that creators receive
a better distribution of the financial benefits
generated from the sale of their work. The
desire is to take the concept of fair trade that
is used in the agriculture sector and map it
onto the world of cultural goods and services.
The aims of the fair music Initiative are to
safeguard artists’ freedoms; to stimulate fair
remuneration for creators; to protect cultural
diversity; to enhance opportunities for small
producers; and to increase access to world
markets for goods and services originating
in the southern hemisphere.
Mica-music Austria initiated the forerunner of
the fair music Initiative as a pan-European
project, supported by funding available for the
Mozart anniversary. Mr. Rantasa pointed out
that Mozart was the first free market artist and
this argument persuaded the anniversary fund
to provide the seed money. The fair music
Initiative continues as a pan-European project

under the cultural programme of the European
Union and is deployed by a four-country
consortium.
The tasks taken on by the organization are:
1. The fair music Award, to recognize companies
who are good partners with artists.

Mr. Rantasa asked the audience to spread the
word about the initiative and welcomed feedback and support by way of sharing contacts
in the music business.
To learn more about the fair music Initiative,
please visit www.fairmusic.net.

Session 6:

Multi-culture: The Canadian Experience.
Embracing Cultural Diversity at Every Level

Panelists

Amir Ali Alibhai, Executive Director, Greater Vancouver Alliance
for Arts and Culture

Niranjan Rajah, Assistant Professor, School of Interactive Arts,
Simon Fraser University

Mark Armanini, Co-Artist Director & Composer, Vancouver
Intercultural Orchestra

Russell Wallace, Composer & Producer, Lil’wat Nation
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Amir Ali Alibhai

Part of Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau’s
legacy to Canada was the Multiculturalism Act
of 1971. It was meant as an ideal for us to
evolve towards, which still challenges us
today as a young nation.
Amir quoted extensively from Cecil Foster’s
book “Where Race Does Not Matter.” A quick
synopsis would say that Canada is an evolving
ideal, not perfect in the everyday reality of
many new Canadians, but its structure is made
to hold the hope of equality. Trudeau’s ideal
was to go beyond the threshold of tolerance to
a place where each of us is free to practice our
distinct culture, while sharing and borrowing
the best from each other. The ideal is a place

where race does not matter. To achieve
Trudeau’s dream, dialogue and true collaboration are needed. The ingredients to foster these
two requirements are: respect, trust, belief that
all partners are equal, shared vision, values and
goals, and community leadership.
Race and racism are practices of history. When
subjected to the glare of today, they no longer
serve us. When will we realize that, ethnically,
we are still human? By allowing diversity
and differences to flourish, as opposed to
artificially producing sameness, the present
will be most creative.
Amir came to Canada in 1972 as a young boy.

Those early days were less than ideal. It took
many years before he felt like a Canadian,
some spent erasing his previous sense of
self-identity. His background includes extensive
experience in community work to foster and
celebrate cultural diversity in the Canadian
context. He also has worked as a visual artist
and musician, and with Canada Council for
the Arts.
Amir closed with an example of a young
Canadian rock musician who was collaborating with Cuban and African musicians in
Vancouver. He pointed out to the fellow that
this amazing collaboration was possible
because he lived here in Canada.
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Mark Armanini

Niranjan Rajach

To set the framework in which to discuss
multiculturalism in Canada, Niranjan reinforced
the importance of culture in constructing our
worldview. Cultural representations of art,
music and other expressions reflexively
construct our sense of who we are. As an
example, Nirajan showed two graphic images
of a Maori chief, both dating from the early
1800’s. The European artist’s version was
clearly different from the chief’s self-portrait.
It wasn’t until the advent of postmodernism
in the 1960’s & 1970’s that tradition was
displaced from its level of importance, freeing
people from its constraints.
Within this context, Niranjan also referenced
Trudeau and the 1971 Multiculturalism Act.
In his speech regarding the Act, Mr. Trudeau
stated that Canada has two official languages
but no official culture; no group takes

precedence over another; and that measures
need to be taken for the enrichment of the
nation. No citizen or group of citizens is
anything other than Canadian. An individual
Canadian’s freedom would be hampered if
they were locked into a particular culture by
an accident of birth or language.
The key to this fluid sense of multiculturalism
is that an individual belongs to a group
through a sense of belonging and that group’s
collective will to survive. National unity is built
on individual identity, confidence and the
resulting respect for others. In this manner,
Canada is based on a mosaic model rather
than a fusion or melting pot.
Niranjan continued his presentation by touching
on issues relating to culture, immigration,
assimilation, apartheid, aesthetics, nations
within nations, appropriation and function.

Mark used his experience as conductor of the
Vancouver Intercultural Orchestra as an entry
point into the discussion. Here, he stressed
that the orchestra is intercultural, as opposed
to multicultural. Sharing traditional music,
techniques and instruments provided routes
into many diverse cultures, with the added
benefit of saving traditional musics. It also
provides a context and framework for the
creation of new contemporary works.
The underlying positive effect is the laying to
rest of prejudices and ideas that have existed
for the last 30-40 years. By learning these
non-Western musical traditions, all of the
Orchestra’s musicians become enriched in the
process. A video presentation of the orchestra
performing Songs of A Thousand Autumns,
demonstrated this coming together of
performers and instruments from many
nationalities.
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Russell Wallace

laws banned singing and dancing, while
residential schools forcibly removed language.
He feels very privileged to be able to sing in
his mother tongue today.
Russell discussed his recent collaboration with
an Ishmaeli musician to create an intercultural
choral composition. They visited one another’s
communities and had extensive dialogue over
many weeks. After this groundwork of
discussion was laid, they improvised a little
and quickly completed the composition.
The key to intercultural understanding is to
find those connections to other cultures
through the mediums of music and theatre.
Russell greeted the audience in his native
language, which is part of the Salish linguistic
group, situated about 90 miles north of
Vancouver. He is a Lil’Wat traditional aboriginal
singer and his teachers were his mother and
the elders of his family.
Russell pointed out that as a member of the
First Nations, everything he does is intercultural. Referring back to a point made earlier
in the panel about multiculturalism being
characterized by respect and an ability to
share, his experience has been the opposite.
Institutional impediments such as the potlatch

IAMIC Talkback

Panelists

Cyprus: Michalis Karakatsanis
New Zealand: Scilla Askew
England: Emma Welton
Sweden: Roland Sandberg

Cyprus: The people of Cyprus are being
confronted with the challenge of creating
a new national identity in order to achieve

lasting peace between Greek and Turkish
Cypriots. While there are a lot of active
initiatives, the nation is still figuring out how
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to extend multiculturalism beyond ethnicities
and race, and how to confront the economic
situations facing minorities. Mr. Karakatsanis is
encouraged by the Canadian model and asked
the panel if they could offer some good
practical ideas on how to create a new identity.
Response: Mr. Armanini remarked that
developments in Cyprus are exciting and
should create huge opportunities. His
suggestion was to balance the traditional with
the new. It will be necessary to keep both
in order to use them as learning tools.
Mr. Rajah gave an example in Sri Lanka where
contemporary art, unfettered by tradition,
allowed for a free exchange that created
space for a positive reconciliation between
warring Tamil factions.

university degree in Maori studies and art.
Lil’wat is now being taught in schools from
kindergarten to grade 12. However, even in
British Columbia, where the local universities
have extensive ethnomusicology programs,
a university-level course in Salish music does
not yet exist. Mr. Wallace hopes this will
change one day.
Mr. Alibhai spoke of an experience with the
Canada Council’s Racial Equity Committee
where the very need for its existence was
questioned. It was discovered that Non-Europeans receiving funding under this
program did not use the grants to pursue their
own traditional art forms or languages, but
rather to master Western instruments and
creative use of the English language. He felt
such results only further proved the necessity
of the committee and successfully argued
to save it.

New Zealand: Ms. Askew mentioned that
her own country is often held up as a good
example of how separate nations can work
together, one being the Maori – a First Nation.
There is a tremendous willingness and
openness to cultural exchange in New
Zealand. However, European immigrants are
struggling to find their identity as New
Zealanders and, as a consequence, tend to
adopt Maori culture. She asked the panel how
they respond to situations where Europeans
come along and trash a country’s traditional /
aboriginal music.

England: Ms. Welton’s question related to
the new UK organization Sound and Music.
One of this organization’s goals is to foster
innovation in music regardless of the genre.
She asked the panel for their views on the
relevance of this goal, given the finite
capacity and funds a not-for-profit has? And
how could they evaluate innovation in
unfamiliar genres?

Response: Mr. Wallace replied by saying that
for the Lil’wat nation, such actions by
Europeans resulted in the loss of music and
consequently the language. He noted the
Maori presence in New Zealand’s education
system and how it is possible to get a

Response: Mr. Alibhai recommended evaluation
by peer review juries. If the organization is not
knowledgeable in a specific artistic tradition,
it is imperative that it find knowledgeable and
trustworthy people who may act as advisors.
Mr. Rajah questioned whether this goal is

valid or can be meaningfully deployed. In
some traditions, innovation can be a fallacious
synonym for excellence. When comparing
3,000 years of very little innovation in Hindu
sculpture to five years of contemporary
sculpture in Paris, for him, the works of lesser
innovation would be greater in overall value.
Sweden: One hundred years ago, the
Swedish government implemented a policy of
assimilation and nearly killed the original Sámi
culture in the northern region of the country.
The Sámi were forbidden to use their
language, religion and cultural symbols.
Composers at the time frequently used folk
music as an inspiration, but never Sámi music.
The situation has changed and now the
language has been reinstated for use in
schools and radio stations. The latest Swedish
pop sensation is a young Sámi woman who
sings her hits in her own indigenous
language. Mr. Sandberg speculated that the
aboriginal population is in a stronger position
today, especially when viewed in reaction to
the wave of immigration that has completely
changed Swedish society in the last thirty
years. He asked the panel if Canadians tried
to kill their aboriginal culture.
Response: The response was sober confirmation. Mr. Wallace remarked that the Salish
language might become extinct but other
aboriginal communities and languages are
thriving now despite the institutional
impediments. Mr. Rajah spoke about how the
destruction of culture has been used
effectively as a weapon of war for centuries.
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Speaker Biographies
Paul Hoffert
Paul Hoffert is CEO of Noank Media, Chair of the
Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund, Chair of the
Guild of Canadian Film and Television Composers,
Fine Arts Professor at York University, and
a Director of the SOCAN Foundation. He is former
Faculty Fellow at Harvard Law School, President
of the Academy of Canadian Cinema and Television,
Chair of the Ontario Arts Council, and Director of
the United Nations World Summit on Information
Societies.
By the time he was twenty-six, Mr. Hoffert was an
established jazz recording artist, television performer,
off-Broadway musical author, ﬁlm composer, and
had studied mathematics and physics at the
University of Toronto. That year (1969) he
co-founded Lighthouse, a rock band with horns and
strings that sold millions of records, toured the world
and earned three Juno Awards as Canada’s #
1 pop band (1971-1973). He was inducted into
the Canadian Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995.

In 1975, Hoffert focused on composing ﬁlm and
television music and penned feature ﬁlm and
television music scores. His ﬁlm music earned him
a San Francisco Film Festival and three SOCAN Film
Composer of the Year awards. His concert music
includes a Juno-award winning violin concerto.
In 1992, Hoffert founded CulTech Research Centre
at York Uni¬versity, where he developed advanced
new media such as digital video telephones and networked distribution of CD-ROMs. From 1994 to
1999, he directed Intercom Ontario, a $100 million
trial of the world’s ﬁrst broadband-connected
community that landed him on the cover of the
Financial Post and in the Wall Street Journal
Mr Hoffert has authored best-selling books: “The
New Client”, “All Together Now”, and “The Bagel
Effect” as well as a textbook on composing music for
videogames.
In 2001 he received the Pixel award as the new
media industry’s “Visionary”. In 2005 he received
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the Order of Canada for his contributions to music
and media.

Tony Tobias
Tony Tobias is the President and owner of Pangaea
Media & Music Inc. He is a music publisher,
interactive media producer and a consultant to the
creative industries. For over 35 years he has been
active in Canada’s cultural industries spanning: music
publishing, artist management, writing and producing
of music videos, ﬁlm, television and new media.
He consults to independent artists, labels and
cultural organisations providing creative business,
international marketing and digital strategies. He
is also an award winning documentary ﬁlm and
interactive media producer. He is Vice President of
the Canadian Music Publishers Association (CMPA);
a director of the Canadian Music Reproduction
Rights Agency (CMRRA); a member of the Ontario
Music Industry Advisory Committee; founding and
current director of Interactive Ontario; a member of
the national New Media Steering Committee of the
Cultural Human Resources Council (CHRC). He is
a regular speaker on the impact of new technology
on cultural industries; cultural training; music
publishing; copyright and cultural economics. He has
been adjunct curator to the Confederation
Centre Art Gallery and advisor to federal and
provincial governments on several cultural, music
and new media initiatives.

Paul Steenhuisen
Paul Steenhuisen (Vancouver, Canada, 1965) is
an art music composer who works with broad range
of acoustic and digital media. His concert music
consists of orchestral, chamber, solo, and vocal
music.Additionally, he is part of the artistic team that
works on the Hyposurface installation in Boston,
Massachusetts.
Steenhuisen obtained his Doctor of Musical Arts
degree in composition from the University of British
Columbia, where he studied with Keith Hamel. He
also worked with Louis Andriessen (Amsterdam),
Michael Finnissy (Brighton), and Tristan Murail
(IRCAM, Paris). Music by Paul Steenhuisen has received more than a dozen national and international
awards, including four in the CBC Young Composers
Competition, seven in the PROCAN/SOCAN
Competition, ﬁrst prize in the Vancouver New
Music Competition, and the Governor General of
Canada Gold Medal as the outstanding student in all
faculties (UBC). Music by Paul Steenhuisen was also
selected for competition at the Gaudeamus Music
Week, and was a recommended work at the 44th
International Rostrum of Composers, with subsequent broadcasts in twenty-ﬁve countries.
In 1998, Steenhuisen began a two-year post
as Composer in Residence with the Toronto
Symphony Orchestra, and since 2002 has worked
with the ISCM Canadian Section. In 2003, he was
appointed Assistant Professor of Composition at the
University of Alberta. He developed and directed
the new electroacoustic studios until his resignation
in 2007. In 2009, the University of Alberta Press
published SonicMosaics: Conversations with Composers, a collection of interviews with composers.
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Lawrence Cherney
Lawrence Cherney has been at the forefront
of Canadian music for nearly 40 years. A charter
member of the National Arts Centre Orchestra
(1969-72), he was a founding member of the York
Winds (1972-82) and founding Artistic Director of
the original Music at Sharon summer festival
(1981-1994). He is an internationally recognized
oboe soloist and recitalist and founding Artistic
Director of Soundstreams Canada since 1982.
Frequently referred to as Canada’s “Ambassador
of New Music”, his paramount role in the commissioning, producing, performing, touring and
recording of new Canadian music has been widely
recognized; named winner of the 2007 Toronto Arts
Foundation’s Muriel Sherrin Award for International
Achievement, invested into the Order of Canada
in 2003, a recipient with Soundstreams of two
Lieutenant Governor’s Awards in 2000 and 2001,
and the ﬁrst winner of the Chalmers National Music
Award in 1993.
Soundstreams Canada is one of the largest and most
dynamic organizations of its kind anywhere in the
world, and a leading producer of concerts and
festivals of new music. Under his leadership
Soundstreams has become an international centre
for new directions in music, known for the high
quality of its innovative national and international
collaborations that cross genres, cultural traditions
and disciplines. The organization produces an annual
series of 7-9 projects and has produced six
international festivals with adjunct conferences
since 1997. These festivals and conferences have
featured various themes including Arts and Culture
of the Circumpolar Nations, Aboriginal Arts of the

Far North, Music Theatre and Opera for Young
Audiences, Choral Music of Canada and Scandinavia
and recently, the Cool Drummings Percussion
Festival.
Lawrence has performed as oboe soloist and
recitalist in Canada, the United States, throughout
Europe and in Israel. He has appeared as guest artist
with the CBC Vancouver Radio Orchestra, the BBC
Scottish Symphony Orchestra, the Manitoba
Chamber Orchestra, the Quebec Symphony,
I Musici de Montreal, the Orford String Quartet, the
Colorado Quartet and the Elmer Iseler Singers,
to name only a few.

Jason van Eyk
Jason van Eyk recently returned to his post as the
CMC Ontario Regional Director after a one-year
absence in which he helped establish the University
of Toronto ArtsZone, a tri-campus support ofﬁce
dedicated to improving communication, coordination and collaboration with U of T’s arts community.
He originally joined the CMC in 2003.
Jason is an accomplished violist, having received
a B. Mus. (magna cum laude) from the University of
Ottawa and a M. Mus. from the Eastman School of
Music. Jason has performed in Canada, the United
States, France, Germany and Italy – on stage and in
broadcast – with various ensembles and under
a range of conductors including Jeanne Lamon, Leon
Fleischer, Brad Lubman and Robert Shaw.
Jason completed an MBA specializing in Arts and
Media Administration at York University’s Schulich
School of Business in 2000. Since then, he has
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worked as Marketing Manager with the Canadian
Stage Company and Marketing Coordinator (Music
and Visual Arts) with Harbourfront Centre. In 2003,
shortly after joining the CMC, Jason received
a special commendation in the Pﬁzer Award for
Emerging Arts Managers, a unique national honour
given to deserving candidates in the earliest years
of their careers.
More recently, Jason has expanded his interests into
writing and teaching. As a writer, he has focused on
sound and music in his contributions to the Coach
House Books’s uTOpia series, and has served as
a new music columnist for the Wholenote magazine
(2004 – 2007), as well as a contributor to numerous
music industry publications. As teacher, he has
served as a faculty member for the Regent Park
School of Music, a guest lecturer in arts management
with the University of Toronto Scarborough,
and co-developed the Business of Art program for
the Cultural Careers Council of Ontario. Jason
sits on the Board of Governors of the Canadian
Conference of the Arts, the Advisory Council of
the University of Toronto Scarborough Arts
Management program, the Advisory Council
of ArtsBuild Ontario, the Provincial Arts Service
Organization Coalition, and the Toronto Coalition
of New Music Presenters.

Garry Neil
Garry Neil is a cultural policy consultant who works
for a variety of clients from his ofﬁce in Toronto
and internationally as Executive Director of the
International Network for Cultural Diversity.
He is also the Executive Director of the Ontario
Association for Applied Architectural Sciences.

He was the 2007 recipient of the prestigious Keith
Kelly Award for arts and culture leadership presented
annually by the Canadian Conference of the Arts.

Jan Ford
With a career spanning nearly twenty ﬁve years
in the cultural sector, Jan Ford has a wealth of
experience and knowledge of UK cultural policy.
She has worked as a policy maker, planner,
promoter, researcher, teacher and performer and is
currently the Partnership Manager for Orchestras
Live, the national development agency for
orchestral music in England where she plays
a key role in strategic planning and the support
and development of a wide range of unique
and ground breaking participatory projects with
orchestras and communities across the country.
She is External Examiner for the Arts Management
degree course at Oxford Brookes University and
is a Chartered Marketer. Her musical interests are
eclectic – you are as likely to ﬁnd Jan Gabarek
as Mark Anthony Turnage on her iPod.

Amanda Sussman
Amanda Sussman provides training on political
activism for wide range of organizations dedicated
to issues of social justice. She has an extensive
background in advocacy work with organizations
from Greenpeace and Human Rights Watch to
Amnesty International and the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. Amanda was political
advisor on human rights and refugee issues to senior
cabinet ministers in the Canadian government.
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Academic credentials include a joint-honours
Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology and Political
Science from McGill University, and a Master of
Arts in International Affairs and Economics from
the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced
International Studies in Washington D.C.
Amanda is currently policy advisor to Plan Canada,
one of the world’s largest international child-centered development organizations and is actively
involved in G8 organization for the 2010 Summit
in Huntsville, ON.
Amanda Sussman is the author of The Art of the
Possible: A Handbook for Political Activism.

Juliana trained as a journalist and worked at CBC
Radio and Watch, a Toronto magazine, before
embarking on a career in the music world. After
obtaining her Masters Degree in Arts Administration
and Cultural Policy at Goldsmiths College, University
of London, Juliana became convinced that the Internet and especially social media were the ideal tools
to support classical music and musicians, and to grow
the audience for the genre. Dilettante is the
embodiment of those ideas.
Juliana was the Canadian correspondent at Strings
magazine for several years, and she writes
occasionally for The Guardian ‘Comment is Free’.
She lives in London, England with her husband,
Kit Malthouse.

Juliana Farha
The entrepreneur and driving force behind
DilettanteMusic.com, the classical music hub,
Juliana Farha worked for many years in the
classical music sector with a specialization in
marketing and product development. Her sevenyear tenure as Marketing and Product Development
Manager at the Kun Shoulder Rest Company
in Ottawa, Canada, produced a substantial increase
in sales, and the development of two innovative
and award-winning new products for the company.
Born and raised in Ottawa, Canada, Juliana grew up
in the world of classical music. Her stepfather was
a Czech-born violin and bow maker. Her mother
propelled their violin business to international
success. Juliana studied piano for many years,
competing in local competitions, and then studied
jazz vocals with Theodore Gentry in Toronto.

Tyl van Toorn
Tyl van Toorn has established himself in the arts,
entertainment and action sports industries over the
course of his 17-year career in event management.
He is regarded for his ability to develop strategic
relationships between his clients, corporate
sponsors, local businesses and government.
With a reputation for strong execution of projects,
he has been instrumental in Canadian, US and
European projects, including large commercial
media events like the ESPN X Games in Los
Angeles and Aspen and the FIS World Snowboard
Championships in Whistler, the largest televised
event of its kind.
More recently, Tyl has undertaken developing new
initiatives such as transmission, an international,
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future focused music and digital technology
think-tank where creators and leaders come
together every year to shape new ways of connecting
artists to audiences. (www.transmitnow.com)
Following the success of transmission, Tyl went
on to develop a four-day trade mission in 2008
to Beijing, transmit.CHINA. Back for its second
year, transmit. CHINA explored new markets
while building and strengthening relationships
between the music industries in Canada and China.
(www.transmit.CHINA.com)

Peter Rantasa
Peter Rantasa currently serves as Executive
Director of mica – music Austria and is a lecturer at
the Institute of Culture Management and Culture
Studies at the Vienna University for Music and
Performing Arts.
Mr. Rantasa has studied Communications
Engineering, Electronic and Biomedical Engineering
and Electro Acoustics and Experimental Music;
is the founder and curator of music festivals in
Austria; created award winning performances and
installations in the context of international festivals
and museum exhibitions; and acts frequently as jury
member in the cultural domain. He is initiator of the
fair music campaign. www.musicaustria.at

Amir Ali Alibhai
Amir Ali Alibhai is an inter-disciplinary artist and
has practiced as a curator of visual arts and community based arts, working with diverse artists and
organizations representing multiple disciplines. He
has worked as a gallery educator and curator at the
Richmond Art Gallery (1989-1996), assistant and
guest curator at the Surrey Art Gallery (1995-1997),
and as an independent curator/cultural worker since
1989. Amir was one of the founders of the Rungh
Cultural Society, which published Rungh, a magazine
of contemporary diasporic South Asian Culture
(1992-1997), and was part of the initial team
that established and developed the innovative
Roundhouse Community Arts and Recreation
Centre, which is widely recognized as a leader in
Community Cultural Development (2008). He was
a Cultural Planner for the City and District of North
Vancouver’s joint North Vancouver Ofﬁce of
Cultural Affairs (2008). Currently he is Executive
Director of the Greater Vancouver Alliance for Arts
and Culture (Jan 2009).
Amir has served on various boards and committees,
including the Board of ArtStarts in Schools and, more
recently, the Board of the Canada Council for the
Arts (2005-2008). During his term on Canada
Council, he was board liaison with the Racial Equity
in the Arts Committee (REAC), the Public Lending
Right Commission (PLR), and served on the
Executive and Governance Committees.
Amir holds a bachelor’s degree in microbiology
(Immunology 1985), a bachelor’s degree in ﬁne arts
(Painting/Drawing 1989), and a master’s degree
in curriculum studies (Art Education 2000); his
master’s thesis was on cross-cultural collaboration.
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Mark Armanini
Mark Armanini was born in Vancouver, BC and
graduated from UBC with an M.Mus in 1984
after studies with Elliot Weisgarber (composition)
and Robert Rogers (piano). Since then, he has written over 60 works for orchestra, solo, chamber and
vocal ensembles. After many Asian musicians arrived
in Vancouver in the 1990’s, Mark began composing
music that combined both western and Asian
instruments. Also active in promoting and producing
musical events, Mark has curated a photography
exhibit with photographer Laurie Gish “A Living
Heritage: The Composers Community”, served as
President of the Vancouver Pro Musica and currently
serves on the Board of Directors of the Vancouver
InterCultural Orchestra. He is program coordinator
for the BC Chinese Music Ensemble and is
Composition Instructor at Capilano University.
Mark enthusiastically participated in the
Taiwan/Canada Composer Exchange visiting Taipei
in 2000 with Owen Underhill and the late Nicholas
Korndorf. This led directly to the China /Canada
Composer exchange in 2003 with Rui-shi Zhuo and
Dr. Stephen Chatman visiting Beijing and Shanghai
and hosting 4 of China’s top composers in 2004.
Mark picked up the bass guitar and was part of the
Mei Han Art Ensemble China Tour 2006, performing
at the Nanjing Jazz Festival, Guangzhou Conservatory
and China Conservatory. In 2007 Mark received a
Canada Council Grant to study the Marquis Yi Bells
at the Hubei Provincial Museum in Wuhan,China.
Armanini’s music can be heard in recordings by Silk
Road Music, Laudate Singers, Orchid Ensemble, The
Vancouver Chinese Music Ensemble, and Kate
Hammett-Vaughn,. His latest recording on the
Centredisc label,” Rain in the Forest”, features per-

formances by Vivian Xia and Heidi Krutzen with the
Latvian National Symphony Orchestra , John Zoltek
,conductor. In 2009, he will be producing a recording with pianist Paul Plimley of their co-composed
piano concerto “Fingertips to Freedom” .

Niranjan Rajah
Niranjan Rajah is an artist, theorist, curator and
an educator. He is assistant professor at the School
of Interactive Arts and Technology, Simon Fraser
University, specializing in Culture & Technology and
Contemporary Asian Art. His research is focused at
the junction of tradition and technology, where he
is developing an interpretive and enabling framework
for the remediation of traditional religious imaging in
post-traditional media.
Niranjan is presently researching and co-curating
an exhibition ‘Boundary and Translation’ for the
Museum of Anthropology, University of British
Columbia. He is involved in interface design research
collaborations with TATA Consultancy Services,
Chennai and Sastra University, Tanjavur. He is also
developing Video Reﬂux, a virtual video wall for
re-mixing Youtube content, ﬁrst exhibited at
ISEA 2008, Singapore.
Niranjan has also been a Researcher in Residence at
the TechLab, Surrey Art Gallery and convener for
the New Forms Festival Conference, 2004 & 2005,
Vancouver. He was associate professor at the
Faculty of Applied and Creative Arts, Universiti
Malaysia Sarawak; International Studies and
Overseas Programmes (ISOP) Fellow at the
Department of Design|Media Arts, UCLA; and artist
in residence at the Cyberarts Research Initiative
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(CRI), University Scholars Programme, National
University of Singapore. Niranjan has served as a
member of the Media Arts Advisory Committee,
Canada Council for the Arts, a member of the Board
of Directors of Vancouver International Centre for
Contemporary Asian Art (Centre A), Vancouver as
well as a member of the advisory board for the
BANFF New Media Institute (BNMI). Niranjan has
served on the Board of Directors of the Inter
Society for Electronic Art (ISEA).

Russell Wallace
Russell Wallace, of the Lil'wat Nation, is a
composer, producer and is a traditional Lil’wat singer.
Wallace’s music has been part of a number of soundtracks (ﬁlm, video, television) and theatre/
dance productions. He was the composer in
residence for the Chinook Winds Aboriginal
Dance program from1996-2003 at the Banff
Centre for the Arts. He has produced CD’s that
have been nominated for awards at the Junos,
Canadian Aboriginal Music Awards, and at the
Native American Music Awards in the USA.
Currently Wallace teaches traditional singing
at the Native Education College.
Wallace was commissioned by the Nunavut
Government to compose music for the Formation
of the Nunavut Territories inaugural Gala in
April1999, by the University of Toronto for
Aboriginal Music Days in 2000, and by the
Westcoast Sacred Arts Society in Vancouver to
compose a new choral work with Hussein
Janmohamed for the Dalai Lama’s visit in Vancouver
in 2004.
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Attendees
Austria

Peter Rantasa

Belgium

Stef Coninx

Canada

Elisabeth Bihl

Cyprus
Denmark

Michalis Karakatsanis
Henrik Wenzel Andreasen

England

Emma Welton

Finland

Jutta Jaakkola

IAMIC

Marija Kljajic
Caroline Rombaut

Iceland

Frida Bjornsdottir

Ireland

Eve O’Kelly

Netherlands

Bèr Deuss
Paul Gompes
Henk Heuvelmans
Joke Kaelen

New Zealand
Norway

Scilla Askew
Martin Revheim
Lisbeth Risnes

Scotland

Alasdair Pettinger

Slovakia

Ol’ga Smetanová

Slovenia

Mitja Bervar

Sweden

Roland Sandberg
Stina Westerberg

USA

Joanne Hubbard Cossa
Frank Oteri
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Concert Details
IAMIC Remix Night
In 2009, IAMIC and the Canadian Music Centre hosted a Remix night which
allowed much of all genres to be included in this showcase. With permission from the
artists and composers, seventeen countries submitted works which were then remixed
by six Canadian remix artists.

Remix Artists
Solvent
Solvent is Jason Amm, a robot music composer, analogue synthesizer fetishist, and
co-founder of the renowned Suction Records label. Born in Zimbabwe in 1972, Amm
currently resides in a room full of machines in Toronto, Canada. He has been releasing
his unique brand of synthesizer-pop music since 1997, and is best known for his
releases on Morr Music (2001’s Solvent City) and Ghostly International (2004’s Apples
& Synthesizers, 2005’s Elevators & Oscillators). Solvent has created his own unique
version of electro-pop: too elegant and sincere for the electroclash set, too complex and
contemporary to sound like it was recorded in 1981, and too seeped in the
time-honoured traditions of melody, songwriting and hands-on synthesis to be lost in the
overcrowded world of IDM.
Along with some notable remixes for Soft Cell, Alter Ego, and Adult., Solvent has also
contributed standout tracks to several inﬂuential electronica compilations
in recent years, including Putting The Morr Back In Morrissey (Morr Music), Disco
Nouveau (Ghostly International), and Misery Loves Company (Ersatz Audio).
His songs have also included in high-proﬁles DJ mix CDs, including Sven Vath’s Sound
of the 5th Season (Cocoon), Dr. Lektroluv’s Lektroluv 5 (541), and Death in Vegas’s Fabriclive 23 (Fabric London). Today, Solvent is widely regarded in the underground
electronica community as being at the forefront of electro-pop’s return to form. UK
magazine The Wire recently described Solvent as part of a new generation of

composers “gleefully blurring the lines” between modern techno and vintage technopop. Solvent currently records exclusively for Ghostly International, and has been
touring extensively since 2004, having shared the stage with Adult, Legowelt, Bola,
Junior Boys, Matthew Dear, Lusine, Lowﬁsh, and others.
minisystem
minisystem ﬁnds solace in the warmth and imprecision of outmoded analogue
technology. An obsessive collector of vintage equipment, minisystem’s tiny studio is
crammed full of modular synthesizers, old keyboards and drum machines.
Entrenched in this fuzzy analogue world, minisystem crafts his own elusive brand of
electronic music with rudimentary fragments of pop, house, techno and electro. His
debut album, 'Madingley' was released on Toronto's Noise Factory Records.

Bartek Kawula
Bartek Kawula is a Toronto based producer who has been composing electronic music
since around 2003. Inﬂuenced by both the electroacoustic ﬁeld and the more improvisational genres of rock he feels at home within the compositional boundaries and sonic
possibilities of Techno. Bartek's music has been featured on various compilations and
performed at Mutek.
Cozmic Cat
Cozmic Cat has built her career from the ground up, and has shared the bill with some
of the hottest names in the business including Jazzy Jeff, Yo!Majesty, ?uest love, Scream
Club, Cosmo Baker, Bahamadia, De La Soul, Deep Dish and MIA's producer Switch
(UK). She has rocked crowds in the Philadelphia, New York, Brooklyn, DC, Toronto,
Ottawa, Hamilton, Puerto Rico, and Australia.
Voted Philadelphia's Favorite DJ, this award-winning Canadian DJ/producer has
performed at events frequented by A-list celebrities as well as the underground music
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industry. Cozmic Cat now produces music with a duo called Fur Salon out of Toronto
and Philadelphia, serving up remixes and hi-tech funk for 2009. In Toronto, Cozmic Cat
holds down monthly and weekly residencies, and can be heard all over town.
Rock Steady Drew
Rock Steady Drew, born Andrew Timothy Ralph in Georgetown, Guyana, is a Toronto
based DJ and remixer. His music styles include hip-hop, Baltimore Club (bmore), baile
funk and electro.
Drew’s love of music was inspired by 1980s hip hop and turntable culture.
It was from this era that he took the moniker Rock Steady Drew; giving props to the
b-boys of the Rock Steady Crew and the old school break sounds that permeated
underground radio. During the 1990s, his personal tastes expanded into rock, soul,
jazz and alternative, while he continued to DJ exclusively within the hip hop genre. By
the 2000s, Drew grew weary of hip hop’s direction and began taking cues from new
emerging global dance sounds. This change in format allowed him to begin
experimenting with his own remixes. In an effort to get his mixes heard, he
co-created a night called Cross The Trax which brought the old school hip hop
listener into a new age.

Works Selected
Cassanova

Pieter Thys & Asunta Mandaglio
The Millenniums
Belgium
Pieter Thys and Asunta Mandaglio are members of The Millenniums, a unique roots big
band colouring the music landscape situated between world music and jazz. The
10-piece band stages a marathon session whenever it plays its fusion of Brass Power,
Nortie Funk, Spicy Latino and Sultry Jazz. The combination of styles generates a
majestic party where roots reign. The special blend of musicians and the erudite
musical package that the Millenniums demonstrate contributes to the band’s unrivalled
sound and energy. Inadvertently, they break conventions and give rise to a bizarre
cross-fertilisation of music genres resulting in a true ensemble of characters where
energy, passion and improvisation rule. The music ferments, gnaws, tears, climbs and
overwhelms, just like the wind, water, earth and ﬁre. A celebration of roots and
a culmination of tastes!
www.millenniums.be

On the cusp of DJing the CD release party for M.I.A.’s Kala, Drew’s remix of the lead track
went viral, garnering him widespread recognition. Drew has had successful remixes of
artists such as Rihanna, DJ BlaqStarr, Run-DMC, Chromeo, k-os and others. His music has
been featured in a number of major music blogs, including Discobelle, Digital Eargasm,
Trash Menagerie, Missingtoof and Palms Out Sounds.
Craig Dominic
Craig Dominic has emerged in the last year in the Toronto scene using a combination
of skills for production, composition and editing. Having given a new perspective on the
DJ scene and spearheading the ‘Battle Pop’ movement, Craig is branching out to new
parties and opportunities across the city and soon across the country.
Learning to DJ on the spot in front of his ﬁrst crowd summarizes the nature of his
relationship with DJ’ing: new, daunting and exhilarating.
Craig learned quickly and has made a name for himself in Toronto’s club scene,
playing most of the city’s biggest and best known clubs

String Quartet No. 2

Alice Ping Yee Ho
Canada
A contemporary string quartet in two parts – ﬁrst a soulful dream, then an agitated
Reality.
Alice Ho is a freelance composer/pianist dedicated to new music. Born in Hong Kong,
Ms Ho immigrated to Canada in 1982 where she makes her home in Toronto. She
holds a Bachelor of Music in Composition (with high distinction) from Indiana
University and a Masters of Music in Composition from University of Toronto.
Her commissions include writing for the Penderecki String Quartet, the Esprit
Orchestra, Tapestry New Opera Works, double concerto for violist Rivka Golani and
bassist Joel Quarrington, double concerto for Duo Concertante and the
Newfoundland Sinfonia, percussion concerto for Canadian percussion virtuoso
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Beverley Johnston, and cello concerto for cellist Wendy Law and the Hong Kong
Sinfonietta. In 2006, an independent ﬁlm “Garage” which she scored the music for, won
top award at the Calgary International Film Festival.
Between 2008 and 2009, Ms Ho has 10 world premieres: performance highlights
include a new work for Chinese Orchestra at the 2008 Beijing International Congress
on Women in Music, a new work for double choir for the Polish Radio Choir at the 2009
Asian-Paciﬁc Contemporary Music Festival in Korea, a concerto for Chinese Classical
Dancer and chamber orchestra for the Newfoundland Symphony’s Sinfonia, new works
for the Victoria Symphony, Duo Piano 2X10, and Toronto’s new music group Toca
Loca. Her new solo CD Ming for percussion music will be released by Centrediscs in
2009.
www.alicepingyeeho.com

Reprieve, Fluke Sound, & Seastill

Ann Southam

Canada Council, the Ontario Arts Council, and the CBC, and has been performed in
Canada, Europe and the U.S. She is a member of the Canadian Music Centre, the
Canadian League of Composers and a founding member of the Association of Canadian
Women Composers.
www.musiccentre.ca

Motionless Emotional Creature
(in Universal Circumference)

JazzKamikaze
Denmark

When JazzKamikaze was formed back in early 2005 it was hard to predict the kind of
success it was set for. The music these ﬁve Scandinavians were about to create was made
up so spontaneously, and with such a natural ﬂow in their work process that they went
from being total strangers to the number one jazz band in Denmark – a country with
a very rich and impressive history in jazz – in record time.

Canada
These three electroacoustic works were created especially for, or were inspired
by, modern dance. While this connection is, for the composer, always very important, she
believes the music itself offers a meaningful experience on its own.
Ann Southam was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba in 1937 but has lived most of her life in
Toronto. After completing musical studies at the University of Toronto and the Royal
Conservatory of Music in the early 1960's, Ann Southam began a teaching and
composing career which has included a long and productive association with modern
dance. As well as creating music for some of Canada's major modern dance companies
and choreographers including The Toronto Dance Theatre, Danny Grossman, Dancemakers, Patricia Beatty, Christopher House and Rachel Browne, she has been an
instructor in electronic music at the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto and has also
participated in many "composer-in-the-classroom" programs in elementary and high
schools. While a great deal of her work has been electroacoustic music on tape, she has
in recent years become increasingly interested in music for acoustic instruments. She has
composed concert music for a variety of acoustic instruments and instrumental
ensembles, working with such artists and ensembles as Eve Egoyan, Christina Petrowska
Quilico and Arraymusic. Ann Southam's work has been commissioned through the

Three years have passed since the very ﬁrst rehearsal and they have much behind them:
numerous international tours, two critically acclaimed albums, and collaborations with the
ﬁnest studio technicians in the business. They have been praised for their strong and
spectacular live show by both national and international critics, been awarded with
several prized and won thousands of fans around the globe.
JazzKamikaze stands today as a band very likely to redeﬁne the meaning of the word
‘jazz’. A bold prediction, indeed, but very likely when you consider the unique way
JazzKamikaze constantly pushes the forms of jazz and searches for new territories to
express the very essence of jazz. JazzKamikaze is carving out its very own niche, it has
invented an adventurous world of its own where anything can – and will – happen.
Welcome to the future, welcome to JazzKamikaze.
www.jazzkamikaze.com
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Helmi

Zarkus Poussa & Tapani Rinne
Kraft

Eco del Passato

Haukur Tómasson
Iceland

Finland
The duo Kraft, composed of accordionist Johanna Juhola and violinist Pekka
Kuusisto released their ﬁrst album in January 2009. The new album Max Höjd
includes music composed by the two virtuoso musicians as well as some highly unique
cover versions of Finnish pop.
Though deeply rooted in Finnish folk music, Kraft’s music embraces the technological and
stylistic possibilities of today. The musical imagination of the duo doesn’t stop with the
two main instruments: the multi-instrumentalists play also claviola, miniature grand piano,
harmonium, electric instruments, use samples, and even sing and whistle.
www.myspace.com/kraftduo

Terrain vague-Nuit urbaine

Frédéric Kahn
France

This electroacoustic work creates a strange kaleidoscope where the notes spread and
embrace the tempo of the music which is circular and sly. Everything is rushing, stricken
by saturation but also surrounded by delicate loops.
After studying violin at the National Conservatory of Dijon and taking a musical
research course with Phillipe Mion, Jean Schwarz and Yann Geslin, Frédéric Kahn studied
electroacoustic and instrumental composition with Denis Dufour at the National Conservatory of Lyon. Following that he attended the Superior National Conservatory of
Music in Lyon where he studied with Gilbert Amy, Robert Pascal and Jean-Louis Florenz.

Eco del passato (Echoes of the Past), for ﬂute and harpsichord, was composed in 1988
for the Icelandic ﬂutist Áshildur Haraldsdóttir. The piece consists of four movements,
each of which works with a characteristic pattern which is developed akin to what we
see in baroque suites.
Haukur Tómasson was awarded the 2004 Nordic Council Music Prize, the greatest
honor awarded to a Nordic composer. This award, which Tómasson received for his
chamber opera Guðrún´s 4th Song, ﬁrmly established his stature as one of
Scandinavia´s most outstanding composers.
The music of Haukur Tómasson is vibrant and scintillating, characterized by intense
rhythmic activity, bright, colorful timbres, and a keen ear for novel and effective
instrumental combinations. Tómasson´s music bustles with energy and is often quite
complex, although the rapidly moving surface rhythm occasionally comes to a halt,
giving way to slowly moving sonorities of imposing power and austere beauty.
Tómasson´s earliest compositions use the numbers of the Fibonacci series to organize
durations, intervals and formal proportions (Octette, Eco del passato). His later works
(Spiral , Strati , Offspring) are examples of the composer's ‘spiral technique', the
chaconne-like development of an underlying chord progression. In the late 1990s
Tómasson also began using Icelandic folk material as a basis for his compositions ( Rhyme
, Long Shadow ). Tómasson´s interest in form and structure is evident in all his works,
lending them a clear underlying sense of unity and logic.
Tómassons music is recorded on BIS, 12 Tonar and ITM (label of the Iceland Music
Information Center.)

Cool Steel Army
Kahn has won International Electroacoustic Competitions in Italy and France and
recently received Sacem’s Prize for Best Electroacoustic Contemporary Creation.
Since 1998, Khan composes in his own studio ACT’SONS and teaches electroacoustic
music at the University of Lyon.
http://sonsmodedemploi.free.fr/

Roger Doyle
Ireland

Roger Doyle was born in Dublin and studied composition on scholarships at the Royal
Irish Academy of Music, the Institute of Sonology at the University of Utrecht and the
Finnish Radio Experimental Music Studio.
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He has worked extensively in theatre, ﬁlm and dance, in particular with the
music-theatre company Operating Theatre, which he co-founded with actress Olwen
Fouere. Babel, his magnum opus, was begun in 1990 and had its ﬁrst public showing in
an entire wing of the Irish Museum of Modern Art in 1992 as a dance piece. Subsequent
sections were composed during residencies at the University of Washington in Seattle,
the Banff Centre for the Arts in Canada, the EMS studios in Stockholm and at the Royal
Conservatory of Music in The Hague. A ﬁve-CD box set, Babel, was released to
celebrate the work’s completion and the composer’s ﬁftieth birthday in 1999. Other
works include a piano score for the Gate Theatre production of Salome, directed by
Steven Berkoff, which played in Dublin, London’s West End and on three world tours.
The music, performed by the composer, was release on CD in 2000, as was the CD,
Under the Green Time, a collaboration with the Netherlands Wind Ensemble.
A new large-scale electronic work Passades has just been completed and released on
three CDs.
Awards include the Programme Music Prize (1997) and the Magisterium Prize (2007)
at the Bourges International Electro-Acoustic Music Competition, France, and the Marten
Toonder Award (2000) in recognition of his innovative work as a composer. Roger
Doyle is a member of Aosdßna, Ireland’s state-sponsored academy of creative arts.

He has received commissions from important festivals (including the Venice
Biennale, Nuovva Consonanza, Socità Aquilana di concerti B. Baratelli), while
his compositions have been performed frequently both in Italy and abroad,
including Venice, New York Villecroze (France), Rome, Como, Camobasso, and Siena.
www.myspace.com/paolomarchettini

It’s Good to Work There

Latvian folk son, arranged by Ilze Grunte
Lidojošais paklājs
Latvia
A Latvian traditional song about the communal work of young girls harvesting ﬂax. The
song’s brigh mood helps the workers do their job easily.
A skilled player of various musical instruments, Ilze Grunte is the author of musical
arrangements for many Latvian folk, rock and pop music recordings, concert
performances as well as theatrical performances. She has a broad experience playing
in several Latvian groups and projects.

www.rogerdoyle.com
Grunte is a virtuoso at twelve string guitar, acoustic bass guitar as well as electric guitar.

Evoluzioni

Paolo Marchettini
Algoritmo Ensemble

www.lauska.lv

Fracture

Italy

Steven de Munnik
EinsteinBarbie

Evoluzioni is a contemporary chamber work, and part of a cycle of three works. The
various sections of the composition appear as different developments, or “evolutions”
of the original musical elements in a form that is free but rich in repetitions.

The Netherlands

Composer and clarinettist, Paolo Marchettini was born in Rome in 1974 and studied at
the Santa Cecilia Conservatory in Rome. He specialized in composition at the
Accademia Nazionale di S. Cecilia and followed that with composition workshops and
summer courses at the Accademia Chigiana of Siena, where he obtained the Merit
Diploma.

A name like EinsteinBarbie suggests a pleasant sort of “heavy weightlessness.”
On one hand associated with the professorial of the great Albert Einstein and
serious jazz. Yet, on the other hand, a “no-nonsense” pose one ﬁnds in the
gravity of a balloon ﬁlled with helium. Yes, boys and girls, in the world known as “” of the
agreeably dissolute Stella Bergsma and her EinsteinBarbie colleagues anything is possible. Anything, is of course relative. Right. So, shall l we then attempt to apply the theory of relativity according to the Bergsma doctrine? It is all very simple. In their R&B and
pop which leans towards jazz, each component has a clear counterpart for compensa-
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tion. Example? Opposite to Stella’s sexy, breathy vocals is the balance of the tough cellist Michelle Courtens and the très chic violinist Naomi Bach (yes, they’re related). An
irresistible mix. Speaking of mix: “At each performance we serve our own cocktails,”
says La Stella. “Our own recipes.” This band has no lack of self-conﬁdence and is more
than satisﬁed with the pre-recordings of the numbers Fracture and Cigaretz. “It was
really great to work with people who really have something to add,” as she
compliments the gentleman producers. Cheers to the homemade cocktail of this band.
They are ﬁlled with an XL ambition. “Well, why not? Today television (De Wereld Draait
Door), tomorrow Japan and the day after that changing reality at quantum levels,”
as Stella accentuates.

inspiration from the beatbox and collaborating with one of the best Polish beatboxers,
Patryk ‘TikTak’ Matela.
www.kwartludium.com

Postludium

Ľubica Salamon-Čekovská
Melos Ethos Ensemble
Slovakia

www.einsteinbarbie.com

Postludium was written on commission of "2005 Kulturjahr der Zehn" in Berlin as a musical commentary on the song Rast from Schubert´s Winterreise.

Massive

Ľubica Salamon-Čekovská was born in Humenné in 1975. She graduated from the
Academy of Music and Drama with ﬁrst class honours in Music Theory. She then
studied on the postgraduate performance course in composition at the Royal
Academy of Music in London. Whilst at the RAM she was awarded two full
scholarships and received the Manson Bequest Prize. Since 1994 she is a pianist with the
orchestra Bratislava Hot Serenaders. In 1996 she completed the Summer Course for
Composers in Czech Republic and 1997 the 4th International Summer Course for
Young Composers in Radziejowice in Poland. Since September 2000 she works as
assistant at the Academy of Music and Drama in Bratislava.

Michał Górczyński
Patryk ‘TikTak’ Matela & Kwartludium
Poland
A work for beatboxer, clarinet, violin, percussion and piano, Massive asks the question,
“How heavy can sound be?”
Born in 1977, Michał Górczyński graduated from the Chopin Academy of Music in
Warsaw. Since 1998 he has been composing music for various casts: Zróżnicowanie for
two bassoons and clarinet, Rondo à la krakowiak for screaming pianist and bass
clarinet, Malowanie for two clarinets, bassoon, double base and singing, Wuite in Jewish
Style for clarinet, violin and double bass, cycles of compositions inspired by
languages of the world for violin, clarinet and cello, and music for drama and
puppet theatres (about 25 production). His creative projects include installations,
writing theoretical texts on the subject of authorial theories, radio plays and
underground ﬁlms. He is actively involved in improvisation and interpretation of
contemporary music. He has appeared as a soloist with such ensembles as: de Ereprijs,
Silesian Quartet, AUKSO Orchestra, Podlasie Philharmonic. He has participated in the
International Summer Courses for New Music in Darmstadt, where he presented his
authorial performance techniques on bass clarinet.
He is a co-founding member of the Kwartludium ensemble. Since 2008 he has been
working on further expanding the sound possibilities of the bass clarinet, taking

Prizes and awards include the Cuthbert Nunn Composition Prize of the Royal
Academy of Music 1998 for the piece Fragment and Elegies for Bayan Solo, the
Mosco Carner Award, the Leverhulme Award 1999, the Elsie Owen Prize 1999 of
the Royal Academy of Music and the ISH Scholarship of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
the Queen Mother 1998-2000. She is a recent recipient of the Ján Levoslav Bella
Prize from the Slovak Music Fund. This was awarded for her Piano Concerto in Two
Movements.
Ľubica Salamon-Čekovská has had a number of her works performed in major
contemporary music festivals: The David Oistrakh Festival in Pärnu in Estonia,
Spitalﬁelds Festival in London, Melos-Ethos Festival in Bratislava, Aspekte Festival in
Salzburg. The world première of her work Turbulence for full symphony orchestra was
broadcast on BBC Radio 3 and cooperated with various Slovak orchestras (Slovak
Philharmonic, Slovak Sinfonietta of Žilina) and other large European Orchestras.
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She participated in the project Cultural Year of the TEN in May 2005, where she was
commissioned to write a response to Schubert’s Winterreise for performance in the
Herbert von Karajan Chamber room of the Berlin Philharmonic Hall. In 2005 she was
commissioned with four other composers by Staatsoper Hannover to write
zeitoper010: as time goes by, inspired by the 50th anniversary of Albert Einstein’s death.
After the commission of the Slovak Philharmonic she created Adorations for the symphony orchestra.

Slovenia’s regions in a completely new light. Fused with dynamic and invigorating
electrical instruments, which caress the enchanting singing, it is transformed on the stage
into a dance and sound performance that mesmerizes even the most musically
pampered ears. Katalena is the most inspirational voice of the 21st century Slovenian folk
music soundtrack.
www.katalena.net

www.hc.sk/src/skladatel.php?lg=en&oid=228

Cheap Thrills
Ćanïnawa

Katalena

Henrik Strindberg
Sonanza
Sweden

Slovenia
In the chapter of contemporary Slovenian popular music, Katalena needs to be
addressed as no more and no less than a phenomenon..
The story of this urban band begins in an idyllic village in the Southeast of Slovenia,
where, in the summer of 2001, a group of six enthusiasts unearthed archival
folklore material and rejuvenated its rustic image in line with their art rock, funk, jazz and
blue pedigree and with their own integral youthful vision that was as much
philosophical as it was musical.
The feedback from those privileged enough to encounter the six-some’s music in its
prime, soon outgrew the original idea of a one-off experiment and in the months and
years to follow, sons and daughters of Katalena took the stages of the most prominent
festivals, concert halls and clubs at home and abroad by storm.
In ﬁve years time the band gave birth to four brainchildren – (Z)godbe/Stoire (2002),
Babje leto/Indian summer (2004), Kmečka ohcet/Country wedding (2006) and Cvik
cvak! (2008). Albums received great attention among music writers that are, to this day,
unable to categorize them, turned the existing folkloristic theories upside down and
converted a great number of doubting Thomases into folk music fans.
Combining the best of Slovenian traditional music, carefully selected from the archives,
songbooks and old vinyl records with solid rock rhythms, funk groove and enviable
arranging skills, it creates a unique post-folk rock style that presents the music legacy of

Cheap Thrills, for alto ﬂute, bass clarinet, piano, percussion and computer, was
composed almost as an improvisation on a little melodic detail: three pitches from
Bennie Maupin's wonderful album "The Jewel in the Lotus" (ECM 1974).
Henrik Strindberg's music is focusing on rhythm and sound. He has had commissions for the
American New Juilliard Ensemble, the Dutch Niew Ensemble and the Norwegian Cikada.
He has collaborated with excellent Swedish soloists, ensembles and orchestras. His music
has been performed at the important Nordic festivals and sometimes at other international
festivals. MoMA's Summergarden 2006 series of concerts opened with Cut Sections. Time
Freezes. Strindberg's CD Within Trees was selected Record of the year by three of the
leading newspapers in Sweden 2004. Henrik Strindberg received the big Christ Johnson
Prize 2007 and the Rosenberg Prize 2008.
Born in 1954 in Kalmar, Sweden. As a young man in the seventies Henrik Strindberg was
a multi-instrumentalist and played in a group called Ragnarök. They were part of the
Swedish Progressive Music Movement. Ragnarök's ﬁrst album was released twenty years
later in South Korea and today Ragnarök has a new and young audience.
Henrik Strindberg studied composition at the Royal University College of Music in
Stockholm with Gunnar Bucht, Sven-David Sandström and the visiting professor Brian
Ferneyhough 1980-87 and attended a summer course with Iannis Xenakis in Delphi 1985.
Ten years later he studied at Ircam in Paris doing the Stage d'informatique.
Henrik Strindberg is teaching composition at the Gotland School of Music
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Composition and the Gotland Baltic Music Academy. Ever since he was young he has
been actively engaged in cultural politics and has been a member of the board at the
Society of Swedish Composers, the Swedish Performing Rights Society, the Swedish Arts
Grants Committee and the University College of Dance. Henrik Strindberg is member
no.968 of the Royal Academy of Music. Ragnarök has started to play again and released
the new album Path 2008 on the French label Musea.
www.henrikstrindberg.se

Nanu Wadudu

Mira Calix
London Sinfonietta
United Kingdom
An electronic work with bass clarinet, two violins, viola, cello, and crickets, with sounds
of insects and nature.
A promoter, DJ and formerly a publicist at Warp Records, Mira Calix was signed to her
own Warp contract in 1996 to record abstract ambience that relies on
a wide variety of sound sources, organic or otherwise. Born and raised in South Africa,
she moved to London in 1991 and began working at the Ambient Soho store on
Berwick St., while DJing and throwing parties with her ﬂatmate, Solid Steel mixer Strictly
Kev. She began working at Warp, and recorded a single ("Llanga," featuring a Gescom
co-production credit) and an EP (Pin Skeeling) before making her full-length debut with
2000's One on One. The fruits of her ﬁrst Peel Session appeared later that year, and second LP Skimskitta followed in early 2003. Calix has often teamed up with Andrea Parker
and Mark Clifford (ex-Seefeel) for productions. ~ John Bush, All Music Guide
www.miracalix.com

Temazcal

Javier Avarez
Joby Burgess
United Kingdom
Nearly 25 years have gone by since the Temazcal was composed and this work for ampliﬁed maracas and tape is still very much alive and kicking. It has become part of the solo
percussion repertoire and is taught and performed in universities and conservatoires
around the world.
In the words of composer John Adams, “The music of Javier Alvarez reveals
inﬂuences of popular cultures that go beyond the borders of our own time and place.”
Alvarez is one of the best-known Mexican composers of his generation and many of
the works in his proliﬁc oeuvre combine the intricacies of music technology with diverse
instruments and inﬂuences from around the world.
Born in Mexico City in 1956, Alvarez studied clarinet and composition with Mario
Lavista before moving to the United States in the early 80’s and subsequently to Great
Britain, where he attended the Royal College of Music and the City University in London.
His ﬁrst electroacoustic works date from this time, such as Temazcal (1984). In this
classic, Alvarez unexpectedly pits a pair of maracas against a complex electroacoustic
backdrop. Mannam (1992) takes its inspiration from the other side of the globe and
the ancient Korean zither, kayagum. Winner of a 1993 Prix Ars Electronica distiinction,
Mannam blends and juxtaposes elements of Korean music with materials and
performance techniques drawn from the Mexican folk harp. Offrande (2001), a more
recent work, offers an intriguing mix of Caribbean steel pans and electronically processed
rhythmic patterns.
A number of Alvarez’s works incorporate elements from Latin American dance genres,
like the mambo. In Mambo a la Braque (1991), he creates an electroacoustic collage
of musical segments drawn from Cuban mambo composer Dámaso Perez Prado’s“
Caballo Negro” (Black Horse). On a larger scale, Alvarez’s Papalotl (1987), for piano
and electroacoustic sounds, makes reference to the wider world of dance through
its use of complex rhythmic patterns in a carefully synchronized duet between
pianist and electroacoustics. The resulting vibrant toccata won its composer the 1987
ICEM Prize in Paris as well as awards from the Bourges International Festival and
Austria’s Prix Ars Electronica. Amongst his orchestral and concerti output, Geometría
Foliada (2003), written as a concerto for the Cuarteto Latinoamericano, reminisces
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on the vernacular, but assimilates its inﬂuences in an evocative self-invented imaginary
folklore.
In 1993 Alvarez became a Fellow of the Mexican Endowment for the Arts and Culture,
an award he held until 1999. He has also received a Mendelssohn Scholarship, the
Lionel Robbins Award and a Gemini Fellowship in England, where he has lived since
1982. He has held teaching positions at the University of Hertfordshire and the Malmö
Music Academy in Sweden, having also taught composition and computer music
technology at the City University, Royal College of Music and the Guildhall School of
Music in London. He was a founder member of Sonic Arts Network and, during the
1993 Season, he was Artistic Director of the Society for the Promotion of New Music.
After 25 years living in England he returned to Mexico where he was the founding
director of the Musical Arts Department of the Escuela Superior de Artes de Yucatán.
He now lives in Mérida, Yucatán, based as a freelance composer and project animateur.
Alvarez’s music has won performances from, amongst others, Lontano, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic New Music Group, Music Projects London, L’Itinéraire, the
Mexico City Philharmonic, and the Chicago Symphony New Music Ensemble. He is
currently working on several composition projects that include works for the
Instrumenta Festival and for the Orchestre Nationale de France.
www.temazcal.co.uk

Bridge Music

Joseph Bertolozzi
United States of America
Bridge Music is a site-speciﬁc sound art installation created for the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Bridge (The Mid-Hudson Bridge), a suspension bridge spanning the
Hudson River at Poughkeepsie, New York.
American composer Joseph Bertolozzi is forging a unique identity as a 21st century
musician with works ranging from full symphony orchestra to solo gongs to suspension
bridge. With increasingly numerous performances across the US and Europe to his
credit, his music is performed by groups ranging from the Grammy-winning Chestnut
Brass Company to The Eastman School of Music, and he himself has played at such
diverse venues as The Vatican and The US Tennis Open. His CD "Bridge Music" landed

on both the Billboard Crossover and Classical charts and “The Contemplation of
Bravery,” a collection of his orchestral music performed by the ﬁlm orchestra
SEATTLEMUSIC regularly airs on classical stations across the US and Canada. His
concert music and theatrical scores have enjoyed particular success, including “The
Contemplation of Bravery,” an ofﬁcial 2002 Bicentennial commission for The United
States Military Academy at West Point and his incidental score to “Waiting for Godot” at
the 1991 Festival Internationale de Café Theatre in Nancy, France. He also has a large
body of liturgical music for use in both Christian and Jewish worship.
Skilled as a concert organist, he's performed his own compositions as well as those of
the classical literature in the US and in Italy, Poland, Portugal (under the auspices of the
American Embassy in Lisbon [USIS]) and Spain on some of the ﬁnest and oldest organs
in the world, including St. Peter's Basilica in Vatican City. He also performs and composes for his percussion project "The Bronze Collection," a unique collection of over 60
gongs and cymbals from around the world. Bertolozzi's latest explorations in composition have now brought him to 'Bridge Music.' This "audacious plan" (New York Times)
to compose for a suspension bridge using the bridge itself as the instrument has brought
Bertolozzi sustained international attention.
Born in 1959 in Poughkeepsie, NY one year after his parents and sister emigrated to the
US from Lucca, Italy, he was a voracious reader as a child. When his interest turned to
music he read biographies of composers, music encyclopaedias, and ultimately musical
scores from the local library. He began organ lessons solely to learn how to notate the
compositions he aspired to create. He went on to receive his B.A. in music from
Vassar College, and did further study at the Accademia Musicale Chigiana (with Xenakis
and Donatoni), Westminster Choir College, and The Juilliard School, as well as
numerous professional workshops with ASCAP, The American Music Center, and
Carnegie Hall (contemporary conducting techniques with Boulez). His foremost
inﬂuences are Wendy Carlos, Rick Wakeman, Yes, Gregrorian Chant, Caravaggio and
Bernini. He also particularly likes the work of Messiaen, Stravinsky, Scriabin, Bartok, The
Beatles, Leonardo da Vinci, the Pre-Raphaelite painters, Salvador Dali, poet Amy Jo
Zook, and writer Nikos Kazantzakis. He is represented by Crossover Media
(max@crossovermedia.net).
He is Organist/Choirmaster at Vassar Temple in Poughkeepsie, NY and Christ
Episcopal Church, Suffern, NY, and Director of the Poughkeepsie Boys Choir.
www.JosephBertolozzi.com
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International Association of Music Information Centres

IAMIC – The International Association of Music Information Centres (founded
in 1986) is a world-wide network of organisations that document and promote
the music of our time. IAMIC currently supports the work of 40 member organisations in 38 countries.
Each of these 'Music Information Centres' promotes and documents the music of its
own country of region over a variety of musical genres including contemporary
classical music, world music, jazz and popular. Our member organisations manage
extensive resources (large libraries of sheet music, recordings, biographical and
research materials) and deliver promotional and artistic projects (festivals, concerts,
competitions, conferences) to the public.
While each member organisation focuses on the promotion of musical activities
in their country or region, IAMIC works to promote international exchange on issues
of common concern and brings these organisations together for collective projects.
Every year, IAMIC organises a major conference, hosted in a different country to
ensure that most of its members will be able to participate as often as possible. This
conference is a benchmark for information sharing and allows the promotion of an
international music community.
These conferences are often the starting point for a variety of cross border projects,
aiming to promote national musical culture abroad. IAMIC welcomes new members
to join the network.
IAMIC Bylaws and Rules of Procedure were adopted in 2009 (according to the
Belgian law), and articulate the procedure for Music Information Centres, non-profit
organisations and businesses who wish to join.
IAMIC is a member of the International Music Council of UNESCO and the Culture
Action Europe

For further information, contact IAMIC at:
IAMIC — International Association
of Music Information Centres
Steenstraat 25
BE-1000 Brussels
Belgium
Tel.: +32 2 504 90 99
Fax: +32 2 502 81 03
Email: iamic@iamic.net
www.iamic.net
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IAMIC Members in 2009
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Great Britain
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Great Britain/Scotland
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
United States
Great Britain /Wales
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Australian Music Centre • www.amcoz.com.au
Music Information Centre Austria – Mica • www.mica.at
Flanders Music Centre • www.flandersmusic.be
CeBeDem • www.cebedem.be
Matrix • www.matrix.mu
Centro de Documentacao de Musica Contemporanea • www.unicamp.br/cdmc
Canadian Music Centre • www.musiccentre.ca
Croatian Music Information Centre KDZ • www.mic.hr
Czech Music Information Centre • www.musica.cz
Danish Arts Agency – Music Centre • www.danish-arts.dk
Sound and Music – British Music Information Centre • www.soundandmusic.org
Estonian Music Information Centre • www.emic.ee
Finnish Music Information Centre • www.fimic.fi
Centre de Documentation de la Musique Contemporaine • www.cdmc.asso.fr
Georgian Music Information Centre
German Music Information Centre • www.miz.org
Greek Music Information Centre • www.musicportal.gr
BMC Hungarian Music Information Centre • www.bmc.hu
Iceland Music Information Centre • www.mic.is
Contemporary Music Centre Ireland • www.cmc.ie
Israel Music Information Centre • www.imi.org.il
CIDIM – Italian National Music Committee/AMIC – Archives of Italian Contemporary Music • www.amic.it
Documentation Center of Modern Japanese Music
Latvian Music Information Centre • www.lmic.lv
Lithuanian Music Information and Publishing Centre • www.mic.lt
Luxembourg Music Information Centre • www.mic.lu
Music Center the Netherlands • www.muziekcentrumnederland.nl
Centre for New Zealand Music SOUNZ • www.sounz.org.nz
Music Information Centre Norway • www.mic.no
Polish Music Information Centre • www.polmic.pl
Miso Music Portugal • www.mic.pt
Scottish Music Centre • www.scottishmusiccentre.com
SOKOJ Music Information Centre • www.m-i-c.rs
Music Centre Slovakia • www.hc.sk
Slovene Music Information Centre Society • www.sigic.si
Music Communication Centre of Southern Africa – MCCOSA
STIM/Svensk Musik • www.mic.stim.se
Foundation SUISA pour la musique • www.fondation-suisa.ch
American Music Centre • www.amc.net
Welsh Music Information Centre • www.wmic.org
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